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Abstract
Andreas Textor
Semi-Automatic Management of Knowledge Bases Using Formal Ontologies

This thesis presents an approach that deals with the ever-growing amount of data in
knowledge bases, especially concerning knowledge interoperability and formal repre
sentation of domain knowledge. There arc multiple issues that must be addressed with
current systems.
A multitude of different formats, sources and tools exist in a domain, and it is desirable
to develop their use further towards a standardised environment. Such an environment
should support both the representation and processing of data from this domain, and
the connection to other domains, where necessary. In order to manage large amounts
of data, it should be possible to perform whatever actions that need to be performed
on the data automatically. This requires that the domain model and actual data that is
modelled by it are available in a formal, comprehensive and machine-readable format.
The definition of rules must be possible as well.
Management of an IT environment is examined as an example domain. Semantic Web
technology delivers the base on which the solution to the aforementioned problems can
be built. The solution approach presented in this thesis is based on an Web Ontology
Language (OWL) ontology, which combines a domain model, instance data and rules.
For the particular domain of IT management, the Common Information Model (CIM)
is employed and converted into an OWL ontology.
A runtime system that has capabilities for importing updated information about the
managed system is developed. Current information is extracted using a CIM client
module and added as instance data to the ontology. An external reasoner that is part of
the runtime system is used to evaluate the information in the ontology, including the
rules. Through the combination of domain data, rules that make use of structural and
dynamically updated information can be built. Using the evaluation results, reactions
can be triggered based on this combined information.

VI

Chapter 1
Introduction
Knowledge bases grow in size and complexity in every domain. Regardless of the
concrete held, the number of data sources and formats that are used in each knowledge
base increases constantly. The vast amount of data and rules to deal with this data
requires maintenance. It is also common to expect interoperability between different
knowledge bases for the integration of data, which leads to even more complexity.
In recent years, more and more researchers and commercial users use Semantic Web
technologies to deal with the issues of ever-growing amounts of data and interoperabil
ity between knowledge bases. Knowledge representation and knowledge management
techniques and formalisms that emerged from Artificial Intelligence (AI) research were
developed further to support the evolving World Wide Web. The need for semantic in
teroperability, i.e., making it possible not only for humans but also for machines to
understand content on the Web, has led to the creation of a number of methodologies,
specifications and tools. Such specifications typically have a strong basis in mathemat
ics and theoretical computer science. These developments, together with the vision of
a seamless interoperation of all systems that depend on some kind of knowledge, is
commonly called the Semantic Web.
As the vision of a Semantic Web attracted the attention of numerous participants, and
as semantic tools improved at a rapid rate, these tools are increasingly adopted in do-

mains other than the actual Semantic Web. For example, the deployment of specialised
expert systems, many of which are based on different formalisms and notations, is de
clining in favour of a standardised environment. The goal is to manage growing knowl
edge bases and to make them interoperable. Typically, each knowledge base consists
not only of an information model but also of one or more instances of this model,
which contain the actual represented data.
Management of an IT environment is one example of such a knowledge base. In this
case, when a knowledge base is used for asset management of the environment, the
data in the model instances is not necessarily filled into the instances manually; the
instances may also be populated by discovered instances of managed objects in the
environment using a management application.
Information from many different sources must be collected and relationships between
the given information must be established in order to effectively manage an extensive
knowledge base. A by-product is the ability to iinpose administrative decisions onto
the represented systems (in the case of IT management, this is called IT governance).
There are currently many different tools that can be employed for information gather
ing and management. The tools are often very specialised and are used for similar pur
poses although they work independently. Models have since been developed for many
domains, so that information can be represented in a common format. These models
reduce over-specialisation of particular tools and, as much as possible, reduce depen
dencies on single vendors. In IT management, a well-known model in this respect is
the Common Information Model (CIM, [cima]), which provides a unified platformand vendor-neutral management interface for IT systems.
A common model such as CIM can be used to create a unified view on a technical level.
However, this approach has several major shortcomings to be usable in a comprehen
sive management of the knowledge base. Firstly, this approach lacks a strong semantic
interoperability, because not all available meta-data is used. Even when different mod
els are merged into a common model such as CIM using syntactic transformations, the

individual models remain unlinked and the information each holds remains isolated.
Secondly, constraints that are part of the models are often expressed using natural
language and are contained in model descriptions, which renders them useless for au
tomatic evaluation. This means that information can be modelled, but behaviour can
not. Finally, an information model alone allows no conclusions about the management
of instance data. Even when a comprehensive model exists, it usually does not deal
with the actual values that are acquired from the system which the model represents.
Unless instance data is kept in a uniform way together with the model, the definition
of constraints or rules that affect both model and model instances is not possible.
In order to resolve these issues the knowledge base must be able to contain domainspecific information models, behaviour rules, constraints and axioms, as well as the
corresponding model instances and concrete model objects. This allows a running sys
tem to actually populate the model instances with real life data and query the knowl
edge base if necessary. It also allows the system to manage and validate the data in the
knowledge base and evaluate data, behaviour rules and axioms to manage the real life
entities that are modelled in the information model. This approach makes possible a
largely automatic management of the system represented by the knowledge base.
A formal ontology is a type of knowledge base that fulfils these requirements. A
formal ontology is, in simple terms, a formal representation of a set of concepts within
a domain and the relationships between those concepts. Information models including
behaviour rules and axioms as well as instances of these models can be specified in
a formal ontology. If such a formal ontology is realised using the aforementioned
Semantic Web techniques, properties such as satisfiability, subsumption and instance
checking can be supported. This in turn allows the knowledge base to be enriched with
information via inference and can be employed to ensure system consistency.
This thesis examines how a knowledge base that represents or abstracts an existing
system can be used to improve interoperation of parts of the system. For this purpose,
a consistent common information model that contains domain concepts and rules forms
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the core of a formal ontology. The ontology contains not only this model but also the
instance data that represents the objects of the running system. The knowledge base
takes care of data input: this includes the issue of incorporating instance data into the
ontology and dealing with questions such as how object-oriented modelled data can
be represented, or how non-monotonicity is dealt with (since facts and instance data
can normally only be added to the ontology, but not removed easily). The knowledge
base also takes care of reasoning and data output: Rules and axioms that are part of the
ontology are used with a semantic reasoner to infer logical consequences from instance
data. Consequences include adding new data to the ontology or to the represented
system, triggering actions in the represented system, etc.
The design of the knowledge base and the accompanying techniques are created in a
general fashion; they are not intended to depend on a particular domain. An IT man
agement scenario is however used as a sample use case. Several works exist that aim to
use ontologies for IT management, notably the translation of the Common Information
Model to the Web Ontology Language (OWL) by Majewska et al. |MKK()7| and the
work by De Vergara et al. |DVVB()2, DVVAB()3, DVGVB09|, who use ontologies to
integrate different management models and Semantic Web Services in order to create
both a comprehensive de.scription of the managed system and a description of manage
ment services that react to reasoning results. However, they do not include instance
data in their ontologies.
The thesis is structured as follows: chapter 2 explains the background, basic principles
and the state of the art of ontologies, ontology languages and IT management stan
dards. Chapter 3 examines how an ontology-based knowledge base can be designed
that complies with the requirements described above, including a specification of the
parts necessary for an IT management scenario. In chapter 4 the system is applied and
evaluated in an IT management context. A summary and prospects for future work is
given in chapter 3.

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Ontologies

2.1.1

Introduction

In order to detine what ontologies are, the term “knowledge base” must be explained.
In principle, a knowledge base is a collection of information for knowledge manage
ment which also provides the means for the organisation and retrieval of knowledge.
From a more formal point of view, a knowledge base is a set of sentences in a formal
language [Fra|.
A conceptualisation is used to formally represent a knowledge base. A conceptuali
sation is an “abstract, simpiilied view of the world that we wish to represent for some
purpose” [Gru93|. More precisely, in the context of information science, a conceptu
alisation is a mathematical object that typically consists of very elementary constructs
such as a set of objects and a set of (mathematical) relations. A commonly used def
inition for an ontology is “an explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptu
alisation” [Rud98], which means a formal representation of a set of concepts within a
domain and the relationships between those concepts. Ontologies are used to reason
about the properties of a domain, and in some cases, to define the domain. To make

this possible, an ontology consists of concepts and relations to model this domain.
Ontologies may contain rules and axioms that allow checks for validity and integrity.
They are used for data exchange and data integration of originally detached knowledge
bases. By mapping domain-specific knowledge to relations and model elements and
through the integration of different models, it is possible to share and to automatically
process facts about the same element.
The concept of ontologies is differentiated into so-called lightweight ontologies and
heavyweight ontologies. Lightweight ontologies are based on a hierarchy of concepts
and a hierarchy of relations. That is, a lightweight ontology is a description (such as
a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist
in a domain. A heavyweight ontology, on the other hand, is a lightweight ontology
“enriched with axioms used to fix the semantic interpretation of concepts and rela
tions” |FT()6|. An axiom is a sentence in first-order logic that is assumed to be true
without proof. Axioms explicitly formalise the semantic coherence between the con
cepts and relations of the ontology. Thus, axioms in heavyweight ontologies provide
a base of facts that is necessary to meaningfully reason about the ontology. In some
publications the terms “heavyweight ontology” and “formal ontology” are used inter
changeably |ZM()7|, although the tenn “formal” should also be applied to lightweight
ontologies.
Ontologies normally model either a specific domain and are called domain ontologies,
or they model the common concepts that are generally applicable across a range of
domain ontologies. In the latter case, they are called upper ontologies, or foundation
ontologies. Foundation ontologies model the entities and relations that are domainindependent, such as concepts for objects, processes, time and space, roles or situa
tions. Most existing foundation ontologies have overlapping ideas, but it is apparent
that they were developed with different applications in mind. For example, the Basic
Formal Ontology (BFO) is “focused on the task of providing a genuine upper ontology
which can be used in support of domain ontologies developed for scientific research.

as for example in bio medicine” |bfo], while the Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic
and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE) stems from linguistic research |dol]. Other foun
dation ontologies are the Suggested Upper Merger Ontology (SUMO, [sum]), Dublin
Core [dub], a standard for cross-domain information resource description or Cyc [eye],
a project that attempts to create a comprehensive ontology of common sense knowl
edge.

2.1.2

Ontology Components

Ontologies comprise different logical components. An ontology is defined as a pair
(S’, A) where S is the ontological signature and A is the set of ontological axioms | KS()3 ■
While the signature is usually modelled as a simple set containing the names of all
classes, properties and individuals that are relevant to the domain of discourse, the
axioms specify the intended interpretation of these names in the given domain of dis
course. This section explains individuals, classes, properties and axioms.
Individuals or instances are the basic components of an ontology. Individuals are enti
ties that represent a single thing, e.g., a concrete object such as a person or a building,
or an abstract object such as a language. It is possible that an ontology does not contain
individuals at all. In that case it provides only a taxonomy or may classify individuals,
even if those individuals are not explicitly part of the ontology itself.
The terminology in the different ontologies can differ, but most formal foundation
ontologies distinguish between the two concepts of endurants and perdurants. An endurant or continuant is an individual of the ontology that can be observed indepen
dently from time. Material objects such as a person or abstract objects such as an
organisation can be considered endurants. In contrast, a perdurant or occurent is an
individual that represents an incident or a happening or a procedure of some kind.
A class is a representation for a conceptual grouping of similar terms. Classes can
classify individuals, other classes, or a combination of both. Unlike the term class
in the context of object-oriented modelling, an ontology class can be considered an
7

abstract collection of objects rather than only a type. It is important to distinguish
between a class as an object and a class as a set containing elements.
In most ontology languages, a class is defined by two parts: A set of attributes that de
scribe the class and a set of instances that belong to this class, called the class extension.
Two different classes may have the same set of instances. The form of the class descrip
tion depends on the ontology language used: In frame-based languages (see 2.1.4.1)
each class is described by a definition which specifies the slots and values of the class
itself (not the members of the class), slots and values that describe the instances of
that class, and axioms that describe the class but cannot be represented using slots and
values. As in object-oriented modelling classes, ontology classes can subsume or be
subsumed by other classes, creating a hierarchy similar to an inheritance hierarchy.
For example, a computer could be represented as a class with many subclasses such as
personal computers, mainframes, workstations, etc. The consequence of the subsump
tion relation is the inheritance of properties from the parent (subsuming) class to the
child (subsumed) class. This means that anything that necessarily holds for the parent
class also holds for all of its subsumed child classes. Because classes can be defined
by a set of properties or constraints, it is possible that individuals belong to an arbitrary
number of classes, leading to multiple inheritance. In this case, all relevant properties
of each parent are inherited by the subsumed child classes.
An ontology class can have properties (also called attributes) that describe it, similar
to a class in object-oriented modelling. The difference is that an ontology property is
itself a first-class object. This means that a property can exists apart from a class; it
is not a part of a class. It is therefore possible for a property to belong to multiple
classes. Although uncommon, a property that is part of but not used in an ontology
can make sense. This is because in most ontology languages, ontologies can reference
other ontologies, making it possible to use the property there.

Formally, a property is a binary relation of two ontology entities:

There are two types of properties: Datatype Properties, which are relations between
instances of classes and typed literals, and Object Properties, which are relations be
tween instances of two classes. An exemplary Datatype Property could be a relation,
where Joe is an instance of a class Person, and has the literal value of 50 associated
with it; while an Object Property could be a relation between two instances of Person
that states that the first is the father of the second:

(ii)('.{Joe,

50)

fathcr{Jo(:, Marij)

The first part of the property is called the domain of the property, while the second
part is called the ran^e. The domain describes the part of the ontology the property
belongs to, i.e., what element it is a property of. I'he range is the value of the property.
Both domain and range of a property can be restricted in a number of ways to define
the property accurately. The exact restrictions that can be formulated depend on the
ontology language that is used, but a common possibility is to limit the classes of
domain and range. For example, for the age property above, it would make sense to
exactly specify that the property domain must be an instance of the class Person. This
was assumed previously but not specified.
Several characteristics of binary relations can be specified for ontology properties:

1. Transitivity. If a property P is specified as transitive then for any .r, y and z

P{.T, y) and P{y,z) irnpli.e.H P{x,z]

Thai is, if a property ancestor is defined as transitive, then ancest()r(Joe, Mary)
and oncest()r(Mary, Jack) also implies ancestoriJoe, Jack).
2. Symmetry: If a property P is specified as symmetric then for any ;r, y

?■//

{P{xyy) implies P[y,x)) mid {P{y.x) implies Pyxyy))

An example of a symmetric property would be the property hasBorderWithic 1,
c2) where d and c2 are instances of a class Country. If c I shares a border with
c2 then the border relation can be read in both directions.
3. Functionality: If a property P is specified as functional then for all .r, y and

2

P{x, y) and P{x, z) implies y = 2;

This means that a functional property associates a unique value to a certain do
main. In the same way that a function f{x) determines a particular value for
each .r, the functional property determines a certain value for each domain it is
defined for. Also, as for a partial function, it is not a requirement that all elements
of the domain have values.
4. Inversion: If a property PI is specified as the inverse property of a a property P2,
then for all x, y

Pl{x, y) iJ and only if P2{y,x)
{Pl{xey) implies P2[ip.r)) and {P2{ipx) implies l^lfxyy))

For example, a property parentOf co\x\(2 be the inverse property of a property
childOf
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5. Inverse functionality: If a property P is specified as inverse functional then for
all .r, y and 2:

/^(.r, y) and P{z, y) implies x =

2

The inverse of a functional property must be inverse functional. The elements
of the range in an inverse functional property provide unique values that can
identify each element of the domain.

In addition to the property characteristics discussed above, properties can be con
strained further in specific contexts. The range of a property can be speeihed accu
rately in several ways. Unlike the property characteristics, which describe properties
globally and apply to all instances of the property, property restrictions can constrain
single instances of a property.

1. All values from certain class: For every instance of a class that has instances of
the specified property, the values of the property’s range are all members of a
specified class. For example the builtBy property of class Car could be restricted
so that only instances of CarBuilder are allowed for this class. The huiltBy
property may not be restricted to CarBuilders when used in another context than
the Car class.
2. Some values from certain class: Like the restriction that all values of the property
must be from a certain class, another restriction can be specified that defines the
property to have at least one value of a certain class. The difference between all
and some values from a certain class is the difference between a universal and
existential quantification: If huiltBy is specified with all values from a certain
class, this implies that for all C^rs, if they are built, all the builders are CarBuilders. With some values from a certain class, this implies that for all cars,
they have at least one builder that is a CarBuilder.

3. Cardinality: A property can have a certain specified cardinality. While a func
tional property is determined to have at most one value, a property can also be
defined to have exactly one value. By specifying an upper bound and a lower
bound, a range for the cardinality can be selected.
4. Particular property values: A class can be specified on the existence of particular
property values. An individual will be a member of such a class whenever at
least one of its property values is equal to the specified particular value of the
property. For example, a class Car could be defined to have a property colour
with a particular property value of red, which means that a car is available at
least in red.

An axiom is a proposition in first-order logic that is not proved but considered true.
It is either self-evident or subject to necessary decision. Two senses of axioms are
distinguished; A logical axiom is taken to be universally true (e.g., A A /i

A),

while a non-logical axiom (e.g., a -r b = b + a) dehnes properties for a specilic domain
(in this case arithmetic). A non-logical axiom is not necessarily a self-evident truth,
but rather a formal expression used to refer to sentences used in deduction to build
a mathematical theory. In the context of ontologies, non-logical axioms are used to
define the part of the represented knowledge that is inherent to the modelled domain.

2.1.3

Description Logics

Description Logics are a class of knowledge representation formalisms that are used to
represent the terminological knowledge of an application domain in a structured way.
They originated as a result of the efforts to give logic-based semantics to earlier knowl
edge representation formalisms called semantic networks [Qui67| <x\\d frames lMin74].
Both semantic networks and frames can be seen as network structures where the sets
of individuals and relations among these individuals are represented in the structure
of the network, although there are significant differences between semantic networks
12

and frames. As a result of the lack of precise semantics in these formalisms, different
systems based on these formalisms sometimes behaved differently given the same in
put. To overcome this problem, first-order logic was employed |Hay791. First-order
logic is not decidable |BL85] but it was realised that frames and semantic networks
do not actually need the full power of first-order logic, and they could be expressed in
logical fragments where reasoning is decidable. This led to the research on so-called
KL-ONE-like representation languages, which were subsets of first-order logic, and
on developing specialised algorithms for reasoning with these languages. The name
of KL-ONE-like languages first changed to concept languages, then to terminological
logics and finally to Description Logics (DL). DLs have been used in various appli
cation domains such as medical informatics, software engineering, natural language
processing and Web-based information systems. Today DL has become a theoreti
cal foundation of the Semantic Web as the OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages of
the W3C-endorsed (World Wide Web Consortium, lw3c|) Web Ontology Language
(OWL) are based on a de.scription logic.
An introduction to description logics can be found in [BN031. Formally, a DL-based
knowledge base is a pair K = {T,A), where T is a set of concept axioms (unary
predicate symbols) and role axioms (binary relations) called the TBox, and ,4 is a
set of assertional axioms called the ABox. The TBox (terminological box) contains
sentences describing concept hierarchies (i.e., relations between concepts). For ex
ample the statement “every employee is a person” would be a fact in the TBox. The
ABox (assertional box) contains sentences that describe relations between individuals
and concepts, and could contain a statement like “Alice is an employee”. Generally
a DL-based knowledge base can be considered an ontology, and the definition of K
is analogous to the definition of an ontology given in section 2.1.2: the ontological
signature corresponds to the TBox, while the set of ontological axioms corresponds
to the ABox. When description logics speak of concepts, in other ontology languages
and formalisms a concept is called a class, as described in 2.1.2; similarly roles in
description logics are otherwise called properties.
13

Description logics do not make the unique name assumption, which means that two
concepts with different names can actually mean the same thing; inference can prove
the concepts to be equivalent. Also, description logics do not make the closed world
assumption, which means that a lack knowledge of a fact does not imply knowledge of
the negation of the fact.
The operators and connectives that a certain description logic admits determine the
type and complexity of the available axioms and the expressive power as well as the
reasoning complexity of the description logic. An informal naming convention that is
introduced in 1NB031 roughly describes the operators that are allowed:
• AC\ This denotes a basic attributive language that supports atomic concepts,
atomic negation, concept intersection, value restrictions and limited existential
quantification.
Functional properties
E\ Full existential qualification
U\ Concept union
C: Complex concept negation
S\ An abbreviation for ACC with transitive roles
1-L\ Role hierarchy
Tv: Limited complex role inclusion axioms, reflexivity and irreflexivity and role
disjointness
0\ Nominals (Enumerated classes of object value restrictions)
X\ Inverse properties
J\f\ Cardinality restrictions
Q\ Qualihed cardinality restrictions
14

• i'D): Use of datatype properties, data values or data types

2.1.4

Ontology Languages

Numerous notations and ontology languages have been developed in the past but new
requirements and advancements have led to continuing further development of ontol
ogy languages.

2.1.4.1

Frame-based languages

In frame-based languages, a set of concepts and terms that differ from object-oriented
modelling are employed to define an ontology. The concept that coins the term “framebased language” is a frame: A frame is a named data structure which is used to repre
sent some concept in a domain. It is basically like an object in object-oriented mod
elling, but without methods. A frame can be a class, instance, slot, function or axiom
and allows grouping of related statements about that concept. In the context of framebased languages, a binary relation is called a slot (the first term is an instance of the
class that is the domain of the slot and the second is an instance of the class that is the
range of the slot). If the relation describes relationships among ji terms such that there
is a unique 7A-th term corresponding to any set of the first n — 1 terms, then the relation
is called a function. Associated which each frame is a group of slots and values. For
each slot that is associated with a frame, the range part is called the value of the slot.
Slots and values can be compared to class variables in object-orientation: they asso
ciate characteristics with frames like class or instance variables in object-orientation
associate characteristics with classes.
The frame data structure for knowledge representation was developed in the field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) by Marvin Minsky [Min74]. The formative work on infer
ence in frame-based systems is the Frame Logic formalism by Kifer et al [KLW901.
Other systems that are based on frames are the knowledge representation system KLONE 1BS85I and the popular ontology editor Protege |pro|.
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2.1.4.2

Markup-based languages

Most notable markup-based ontology languages are based on RDF (Resource Descrip
tion Framework, (rdfl), a family of specifications by the W3C that were designed as a
meta-data data model. There are two different formats in which an RDF model can be
serialised. The most commonly used .serialisation is an XML format, whilst another
format is called Notation 3 (N3) and is designed to be easier to write by hand. An
RDF model is basically a labelled, directed multigraph that is represented by a set of
triples. Each RDF triple consists of a subject, a predicate and an object, e.g., the notion
“the sky has the colour blue” would be represented in RDF by the subject “the sky”,
the predicate “has the colour” and the object denoting “blue”. A triple repre.sents a
relationship between subject and object; the predicate therefore is a binary relation.
Subject and predicate are always re.sourccs in the sense that they are identified by a
unique URI, usually a URL. The object can be cither a resource or a literal (e.g., num
bers, dates or strings).
One of the first widespread XML-based ontology language was DAML (DARPA Agent
Markup Language), which focused on the creation of machine-readable representa
tions for the web. DAML was developed as an extension to XML and RDF. A similar
approach for creating a machine-readable repre.sentation of the Web was OIL (Ontol
ogy Inference Layer), which tried to provide a general purpose markup-language for
the semantic web based on work from the three communities of frame-based systems
(see section 2.1.4.1), description logics (see section 2.1.3) and the web standards XML
and RDF. DAML and OIL were eventually combined into a common successor named
DAML-i-OIL that combined features of both. In turn, DAML-t-OIL was superseded by
the Web Ontology Language (OWL).
1Te Web Ontology Language is the ontology language currently endorsed by the W3C.
OWL is a revised version of DAML-t-OIL. Actually, OWL is a family of knowledge
representation languages that distinguishes three sublanguages:
OWL Lite is intended for users that need primarily a classification hierarchy and

simple constraint features. For example, OWL Lite supports cardinality con
straints, but only permits the cardinality values of 0 or 1. The OWL Language
guide states that OWL Lite provides a quick migration path for thesauri and other
taxonomies [owlb]. The expressivity in the underlying description logic of OWL
Lite is

(see section 2.1.3).

• OWL DL is designed to provide the maximum expressiveness possible without
losing decidability: as first order logic is not decidable, a description logic was
chosen as semantics for OWL DL that retains decidability (all computations will
finish in finite time) and completeness (all entailments are guaranteed to be com
puted). The expressivity of OWL DL is based on

which means the

basic attributive language ACC plus transitive roles (transitive properties in on
tology or OWL parlance), a role hierarchy, enumerations of values, inverse prop
erties and cardinality restrictions (see 2.1.3). OWL DL includes type separation,
i.c., a class cannot also be an individual or property, and a property cannot also
be an individual or class.
• OWL Full provides maximum expressiveness and the syntactic freedom of RDF
without computational guarantees. For example, in OWL Full a class can be
treated simultaneously as both an individual and a collection of individuals. Un
like OWL DL, in OWL Full a datatype property can be marked as an inverse
functional property.

Each of these sublanguages extends its simpler predecessor in what can be legally
expressed and what can be validly concluded. The following set of relations hold
while their inverses do not:

• Every legal OWL Lite ontology is a legal OWL DL ontology.
• Every legal OWL DL ontology is a legal OWL Full ontology.
• Every legal OWL Lite conclusion is a valid OWL DL conclusion.
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• Every legal OWL DL conclusion is a valid OWL Full conclusion.
The OWL Language guide notes that OWL makes an open world assumption, which
means that descriptions of resources are not necessarily contained in a single file. A
class from one ontology can be extended in other ontologies, leading to monotonic
consequences: new information cannot retract previous information.

2.1.4.3

Reasoning

A reasoner is a software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set of ax
ioms. For ontologies or knowledge bases that are defined using description logics, socalled inference engines are used as reasoners. An inference engine is a special case
of reasoning engine which is designed to formulate new conclusions from existing
knowledge. Inferencing is performed using forward chaining or backward chaining.
In forward chaining, new facts are inferred by chaining forward from known condi
tions that arc known to be true towards problem states which those conditions allow
to establish |Jac98|. In backward chaining, the inference starts with a goal state and
works towards the conditions necessary for its establishment; inference works from the
consequent to the antecendent of each given fact. As described in 1GHVD03|, in logic
rules the consequent is also called head, while the antecedent is also called body. The
basic notation is as follows:

II

•<—

H]

A ... A /i,nA ~ /Ln-H A ... A ~

Br

where //, II, are atoms and II is the head of the rule, and the atoms
~

... B,„ and

I • • • ~ B„ make up the body of the rule. The ^ is to be read as “if”, so the

rule reads “if body then head".
A number of reasoners exist for description logics, both in commercial variants and
free software, the most popular including Pellet (commercial and free reasoner im-

plemented in Java), RacerPro (commercial reasoner), KAON2 (commercial reasoner
implemented in Java), FaCT and FaCT++ (free reasoner implemented in C++) and
Jena (free semantic web framework implemented in Java). The core reasoning in each
reasoner is performed using the Rete algorithm |For821. Reasoners vary widely in
their feature set, with additional features being the supported expressivity for reason
ing (i.e., supporting description logics with certain reasoning complexities), reasoning
on distributed ontologies, reasoning on very large ontologies and support for DIG. The
DIG interface (DL Implementations Group) is a HTTP-based protocol that provides
uniform access to description logic reasoners and is supported by all reasoners men
tioned above. However, DIG is not sufficiently expressive to capture general OWL DL
ontologies as it lacks support for datatypes.
A number of rule languages have been proposed that can be used with the semantic
web technologies. Rule languages are intended to capture additional domain knowl
edge and to allow for deduction, rewriting and other transformational tasks of a knowl
edge base. The Rule Markup Language (RuleML) was designed complementary to
the DAML language (see section 2.1.4.2) as DAML did not include a specification of
explicit inference rules. RuleML was later combined with OWL to form the Seman
tic Web Rule Language (SWRL, [swr|). SWRL retains the expressiveness of OWL
DL, but is an undecidable superset of the

description logic and the rules

language Datalog |PSG^ ]. Like OWL, SWRL makes an open world assumption. As
SWRL’s undecidability has effects on its practical application, a possibility for the
definition of rules in OWL that preserves OWL DL’s decidability was sought for. DLsafe rules |MSS04| achieve this goal and can be used to extend OWL DL. DL-safety
makes sure that each variable is bound only to individuals explicitly introduced in the
ABox. An example rule that is given by the authors is the following: A bad ehild is a
grandchild who hates one of his siblings (where O denotes a literal):

•

Unsafe rule: Bad(^hild{x) ^ (h-a.nd(diild{x), parent{x, y),
parentfij, 2), ha.tes{x, z)
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• DL-safe rule: Ba(l('hil(l{x) ^ (lrand('hil(l{x),p(irc7il{x,y),
])(ircjii{y, z), fiates{x, z), 0{x), 0{y), 0{z)
Implementations of the reasoning on DL-safe rules are included in reasoners like
KAON2 and Pellet.

2.1.5

Belief change

2.1.5.1

The AGM Theory

The process of changing beliefs to take into account a new piece of information about
the world is called helief change. Belief change studies the process an agent has to
perform to accommodate new or more reliable information that is possibly inconsistent
with existing beliefs. The way to achieve this is not always obvious, and is therefore
one of the central research fields in A1 for over two decades. The central objects
of belief change are belief states. A belief state (or epistemic state) is a “rational
idealisation of a cognitive state of some individual at a given point of time” |Gar88|.
Usually, beliefs arc represented as a set of sentences of a logical language. Changes of
belief are caused by some external forces, so called epistemic inputs. In the classical
belief change, epistemic inputs are usually encoded by logical sentences. In belief
change, two kinds of changes are usually distinguished:
• belief update: Update is the operation of changing beliefs that refer to the past
to take into account new information that refers to the situation at present.
• belief revision: In belief revision, both the old and the new information refer to
the same situation. Revision is the process of inserting the new information into
the set of old beliefs without generating an inconsistency.
Most formal studies on belief change are based on the work of Alchourron, Giirdenfors
and Makinson (AGM) [AM85, AGM851, which is now commonly referred to as the
AGM theory.
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In the AGM theory, models of belief change are formally defined and beliefs of an
agent are represented using a logical language L that has the following properties:
• Ij is supposed to be closed under logical connectives (i.e.,
• if o and ft are members of L then so are -lo, a

A, V, <-)•)

ft, a A ft, a V ft and a ^ 8.

Usually sentences are denoted by lower case Greek letters (a, ft,...) and sets of sen
tences are denoted by capital Roman letters (A, B, ...). The logic of the language L
is specified by a logical consequence operator Cn which is a function on subsets of L
that satisfies the following properties:
• Inclusion: A C ('n{A)
• Monotony: If/I C /A then G//(/1) C

V

• Iteration: G'//(/T) = (’//((’//.(/I))

• Super-classicality: If A derives (y in the classical truth-functional way, then rv G
(n{A)
• Compactness: If fv G CrftA), then there is a finite subset A' C A so that rv G
(ft) {A')

• Deduction theorem: ft G Cn{A U {«}) iff rv -A /3 G (fti{A)
A belief set in the AGM theory is represented by a set of sentences which is logically
closed and is usually denoted by A'. The AGM theory distinguishes three types of
belief change operations that can be made: contraction, expansion and revision.

• Expansion: A new sentence (y is added to a belief set K, regardless of whether
the resulting belief set is consistent. The belief set that results from expanding
A by o is denoted K + (y. Expansion is defined as

\ys

VV^"

\\

^0(0^
%

A + (Y = Cn{l\ U {cv}).
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Expansion is not consistency preserving: If -^a E A then K + a is inconsistent,
even if K is consistent.
• Contraction: A sentence cv is retracted from a belief set A' without acquiring
any new sentences. The result of contracting n from K is written as K — rv.
Unfortunately, contraetion cannot simply be defined as

A — a = Cn{l\ \ {a}).

Although ineonsistency cannot be caused by removing a sentence, successful re
moval of a specified sentenee is not guaranteed. For example, if A =
ft ^ l})
follows that

7

ft, a/\

the sentence to be removed from A, from the inclusion rule
A /i —7} C A'. For the contraction, it follows that

{o,/:^,a A A -A 7} C K \ {7}. From the super-classicality rule follows that
7 G f 7/( A \ {7}). This means that 7 is again included in the resulting belief set.
The example shows that it might be necessary to remove sentences from the
belief set in order to make the resulting set consistent. It is not clear however,
which sentences need to be removed. In the example above, any one sentence of
{fv, ft, rv A

^ 7} can be removed to gain a consistent result. The AGM theory

states that a contraction operator needs to make use of extra-logical preference
information in order to choose the right sentences to be removed.
• Revision: A new sentenee a is incorporated into a belief set I\ while maintaining
consistency. The result of revising I\ by o is denoted K *a. In revision the same
problem as in contraction exists. For example, if -17 is to be incorporated into
A', then at least one of {fv, /3, o A

^ 7} needs to be removed from K to get

a consistent result. Therefore a eonerete revision operator should also make use
of extra-logical preference information.
Due to the nature of extra-logieal preference information, a eonerete contraetion or
revision operator depends on its application domain, i.e., there is no single operator
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that can be used in all domains. The AGM trio specified postulates for contraction and
revision operators which they claim should be satisfied by all rational belief change
operators. For example, the postulates for the revision operator are:

1. Closure: K *(y should be logically closed, as revision is a function on belief sets;

K * a = Cn { l\

* O')

2. Success: New information should be successfully accepted. According to the
principle of primacy of the new information, the new information is to be in
cluded with higher priority than the original belief set:

(\ £

l\

* (\

3. Expansion: The revised belief set A * rv should not contain more sentences than
the result of K expanded by o;

A * (V C A + fv

4. Preservation: If a is consistent with A', no sentence from K should be removed:

If -'cv ^ K then K T cv C K * a

5. Consistency: The revised belief set K * a is consistent, unless a is inconsistent:

K * a is inconsistent, only if I—

6. Extensionality: Revision should also be syntax irrelevant:

If o = /3 then K * n = K * ft
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In addition to these postulates, which are called the basic postulates for a revision
operator, two complementary postulates are defined. The complementary postulates
are applicable in cases where the sentence to be revised is a conjunction:

7. Conjunctive inclusion:

I\ * (a A /3) C (/\' * o) +

fi

8. Conjunctive vacuity:

If

^ K * (v then (K * n)

C K * (a A 6)

Not all the formulated postulates are nexessarily reasonable. For example, the recovery
postulate of the contraction operator states that when o is added to /\ —o , all previously
discarded sentences should be recovered. But consider the following example; If Alice
was previously believed to have French citizenship, it was also believed that she is
European. When the belief that she is European is contracted, the belief that she has
Erench citizenship is also retracted from the belief base. If later it is discovered that
Alice has German citizenship, then the fact that she is European is also reintroduced.
The recovery postulate states that the belief that Alice has French citizenship should
also be reintroduced. Clearly this is not reasonable, and the recovery postulate has
been criticised by many researchers |Han91, Nie91, Fer98|. A simple response to
these criticisms is given in |Mak87|, where it is suggested that the recovery postulate
should simply be dropped.

2.1.5.2

Ontology change

As an ontology can be considered a belief base in the sense of section 2.1.5.1, the
problems described there hold for the change of ontologies as well. There are various
reasons to alter an ontology: First of all, when modelling errors are discovered, the
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ontology is altered to remove them, which is called ontology repair. If new domain
knowledge is acquired, the addition of this knowledge is called ontology amendment.
An example for the latter would be a change of the taxonomy of living beings, given
some new hndings in genetics. Ontology amendment is achieved using the methods of
belief revision that were described in section 2.1.5.1, but also using results in the fields
of knowledge acquisition, ontology learning and ontology evolution.
It is not trivial to apply the AGM theory to description logics, because it is based on
assumptions that generally fail for description logics |QY08|. [FPA05| generalises
the basic AGM postulates for contraction to description logics and examines the fea
sibility of applying this generalisation to description logics. The AGM postulates for
revision are not considered though. The work concludes that the description logics
and

are not AGM compliant, i.e., no contraction operator can

be defined that satisfies the generalised AGM postulates in these description logics.
As mentioned in section 2.1.3, these description logics form the basis of OWL DL
and OWL Lite. This means that OWL is incompatible with the AGM theory in un
altered form. However, the same authors show in |FPA04| that all logics admit a
contraction operator that satisfies the AGM postulates except the recovery postulate
(see section 2.1.5.1). Although the recovery postulate is considered counter-intuitive
(.see e.g., |Han96|), the authors state that the recovery postulate “cannot be dropped
unless replaced by some other constraint that would somehow express the Principle of
Minimal Change” 1FPA051.
Another work [RW06] deals with the application of the AGM postulates to descrip
tion logics and comes to a similar conclusion, namely that the AGM postulates are not
compatible with the description logics behind OWL. They show however, that the the
ory can be applied if the recovery postulate is slightly generalised and to achieve this,
replace the recovery postulate with the relevance postulate by Hansson lHan89]. The
relevance postulate follows the notion that minimal change could be captured by the
following intuition: in a contraction operation, when a belief is removed, it must con-
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tribute somehow to the derivation of the contracted belief, that is, no belief is removed
for no reason. The postulate is formalised as follows:

If

G A and 3 ^ K — rv, then there is a set K' such that

K — fv C K' C K and that a ^ Cn{f\'), but « G Cn{K' U {,A}).

The authors show that, using relevance instead of recovery, the AGM theory can indeed
be applied to the description logics

and

so that a contraction

operator can be defined.
In 1LRVS()9|, changes of the ontology that are necessary whenever the underlying
domain changes over time are called ontology updates. An example is the fact that a
person is no longer considered a child but is now an adult.
There are different approaches to represent temporal changes in an ontology. Two ba
sic approaches can be distinguished: Either temporal changes in a domain are captured
by using formalisms that describe the change inside the ontological specification, or
the facts of the ontology are considered a snapshot and changes are managed exter
nally. For the first basic approach numerous formalisms such as temporal logics or
situation calculi exist. Usual drawbacks are the increased complexity for describing
the actual domain and the high reasoning complexity that comes with temporal log
ics. The second approach is pursued in [LRVS09|, which proposes an ontology update
framework where ontology update specifications describe certain change patterns that
can be performed. An agent (knowledge worker) “issues a change request by provid
ing a piece of knowledge to be added to or deleted from the ontology”. The change
request is only accepted when the given ontology update specification accounts for it.
An applicable update rule from the update specification is determined and similar to a
database trigger, “the change request is acted on accordingly by denying or accepting
it but possibly also by carrying out more ontology changes than explicitly requested.”
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2.2
2.2.1

Modelling and IT Management
Introduction

IT management is concerned with supervising and controlling the IT infrastructure
so that it fulfils the requirements of both the owners and the users of the managed
system ISlo]. In [HAN99|, management is defined as the set of all actions oriented
towards a business objective using effective and efficient operation of a distributed
system and its resources. It provides services and applications of the distributed system
and makes sure that they are available at all times. Not only the corporate network,
but also the whole cooperative IT infrastructure including services provided must be
subject to a holistic management. The management of distributed systems comprises
personnel, processes, programs and tools on different levels:

• Network management deals with with the management of communication ser
vices and network components,
• System management deals with resources of single systems and networks of sys
tems,
• Application management deals with distributed applications and services that are
realised in a distributed fashion,
• Information management deals with design and maintenance of company-wide
data sets and their consistent storage and accessibility, availability and backup,
• Enterprise management deals with tasks about financial, personnel and produc
tion management and deduces policies for the IT infrastructure, business pro
cesses and corresponding services.

In tool-based management, three approaches can generally be distinguished:
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• In the isolated approach, a separate management tool is applied to each manage
ment problem. Each tool has a separate knowledge base and a separate user in
terface. With isolated manufacturers, functions and views, a complex distributed
network is not manageable without increased effort.
• The coordinated approach makes use of tools that still work in an isolated fash
ion but provide capabilities that can be used to coordinate the single applications.
Results from one operation can be used as input for another one, which allows
the creation of scripts to automate tasks. User interfaces provide a unified view
to different management applications.
• A management approach is called integrated when each managed component
in a heterogeneous environment provides information that can be interpreted in
a vendor independent fashion. Well-defined interfaces and protocols allow the
creation of an open management platform. Single management applications can
be built onto such a platform to allow interoperation. A management platform
must provide different models to achieve the desired level of interoperability.
The most important model is an information model that can describe managed
objects. An organisation model deals with organisation aspects, roles and differ
ent kinds of cooperation. A communication model describes all communication
processes in order for them to be manageable. A function model is used to struc
ture possible management functionality itself.

2.2.2

UML, MOF and ODM

The Unified Modeling Language (UML, [uml|) is a general-purpose modelling lan
guage that is managed by the Object Management Group (OMG). Today, it is the
de-facto standard for modelling in software engineering. It includes notations and se
mantics for the description of software and other systems and includes various graphi
cal notation techniques to create visual models. UML is used to specify, visualise and
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document the different parts of an object-orient software system, ineluding data mod
elling, business modelling and eomponent modelling. Commonly used UML diagram
types inelude class diagrams, component diagrams, use ease diagrams and activity di
agrams [GPROb].
The meta modelling architecture the UML is defined with is ealled Meta-Objeet Facil
ity (MOF'). The MOF is designed as an architeeture that has four “metalevels”, ealled
M3, M2, M1 and MO. The top level, M3, is ealled the meta-meta model and is used to
define the elements that constitute the M2 level. The M3-model is the language used
by MOF to build M2-models that deseribe e.g., the UML meta-model. M2-models are
used to describe eoncrete domain models, the common use of UML, which constitute
the M1 layer. Instanees of M1 elasses represent concrete domain objects and are ealled
the MO layer lFra03|. The MOF meta levels are summed up in table 2.1.
Meta level
M3
M2
Ml
MO

Description
MOF, i.e., the set of constructs used to
define meta models
Meta models, consisting of instances
of MOF eonstruets
Models, eonsisting of instances of M2
meta model constructs
Objects and data, i.e., instanees of M1
model constructs

Elements
MOF Class. MOF Attribute, etc.
UML Class, UML Attribute ete.
Class “Person”, etc.
Person John Smith

Table 2.1: MOF Meta levels

UML ineludes a deelarative language that ean be used to formally formulate expres
sions and conditions, called the Object Constraint Language (OCL). OCL was devel
oped as an extension to UML in order to express constraints of a model that cannot
be modelled graphieally, and as a model query language (see [WK031). Sinee version
2.0, OCL ean be used not only with UML but also with MOF. OCL can be used to de
fine structural constraints in an object-oriented model (e.g., limit inheritanee between
classes) or limit values of attributes (e.g., “The age of a person must be positive”).
OCL queries and eonstraints are always side-effect free, i.e., model, objeets or at'Not lo be confused with the Managed Object Format, see section 2.2.3.
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tributes remain unehanged. OCL constraints specify no behaviour to be performed
when a constraint violation occurs, they only define the particular condition. Each
constraint is defined in the context of a specific model element, the context instance.
The context instance can be referenced in the constraint predicate using the keyword
self
While the development of knowledge representation theory and corresponding fields
such as description logics, ontologies and belief change advanced over the years, mod
elling methods and notations that ultimately led to the development of the UML also
advanced, but with no relation to ontologies. Applications that make use of ontologies
were already built, presumably also by using modelling techniques such as the UML,
but a connection of application models and ontologies did not exist on a model level.
With the rise of the Semantic Web, unifying the application model and the knowl
edge model became important. For this reason, the Ontology Definition Metamodel
(ODM, |odml) standard was introduced by the OMG. The ODM provides UML pro
files for use with RDF, OWL and Topic Maps. Using the UML profile with OWL, the
UML can be used to model an OWL ontology. Part of ODM is also a direct mapping to
and from OWL for UML and Topic Maps. As MOF is not expressive enough, the meta
model that is used by ODM is Common Logic (CL), a declarative first-order predicate
language.
Existing UML/MOF infrastructure was not used to define ontologies as they have fea
tures that cannot be mapped to UML/MOF (see corresponding description in the ODM
specification, |odm|). Although an ontology defines concepts to describe an area of
knowledge and could basically be done with UML, reasoning on UML models is im
possible. Defining the intersection of a set of concepts would be difficult; defining a
complement is not possible. Predicates would have to be devised using the OCL, but
as the OCL has neither a formal model theory nor a formal proof theory, automated
reasoning would also be impossible. When creating lightweight ontologies (see sec
tion 2.1.1), UML could be employed. For the definition of heavyweight ontologies
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using UML with OCL, a corresponding mapping of OCL to CL would be required,
which does not yet exist.

2.2.3

IT Management Standards

2.2.3.1

OSl Management

To enable management as described in 2.2.1, various management standards and tech
nologies have been established in the past.
One of the most comprehensive management architectures that strives for an integrated
approach is the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) management architecture. The
OSI management defines every one of the four model types of an integrated man
agement approach (information model, organisation model, communication model,
function model) and is therefore often used as a reference architecture even though
it is rarely directly implemented due to its complexity. The information model of
the OSI management is an object-oriented model. Managed entities are called Man
aged Objects (MO) and are described by Management Object Classes (MOC). As in
object-oriented programming, a MOC can inherit from one or more other MOCs. The
class hierarchy can make u.se of polymorphism, which means that a management ob
ject “printer” could be managed as either “device”, “output device”, “printer”, “laser
printer” or “HP Laserjet”. MOs are defined using a template meta language that is de
scribed in the Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO, ISO 101654, lJef94]). A template is a formalism for the specification of the aspects of the MOCs
and “dehnes the overall syntax of the piece of specihcation including the order in
which components of the specihcation may appear, which components may be omit
ted, which may be repeated, and what each component may consist of” |Jef94].
The dehnition of MOs is performed in a simple template meta language using the
ASN.l notation. Template structures that are used to build the dehnition of a MO
include the base structure “Managed Object Class” as well as Package, Parameter,
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Attribute, Attribute Group, Behaviour, Aetion, Notifieation and Name-Binding.

• The Managed Object Class template is the core of a MOC definition. “All man
aged object classes inherit characteristics from one or more superclasses; ulti
mately, all clas.ses are derived from a special managed object class, called top,
which forms the apex of the inheritance hierarchy” [Jef941.
• The Paekage template can be used to group a logically related set of characteris
tics of a MOC together.
• A Parameter template allows the definition of actions and notifications that may
be extended to include additional information that was not envisaged at the time
of the original definition. It is a general-purpose extension mechanism that al
lows MOC definitions to complete certain fields that were left abstract.
• A MO can have Attribute'^ that define its properties and status. The attribute
types are for example counters, gauges, threshold, timers or complex types. Each
attribute can have a constrained range of values and operations. Designated at
tribute operations allow users to read, add, remove and replace attribute values.
• In addition to Attributes, a MOC can have Attribute Groups. The grouping of
attributes provides a group name that is interpreted as if it is directly equivalent
to the set of individual attribute names of its member attributes. Operations
are performed accordingly on the attribute groups (e.g., “get” and “replace with
default” operations).
• A MO has Actions that concern the whole object. Predefined Actions include
“create MO” and “delete MO”. Other actions like “reset MO” could be defined.
• Notifications can be added to a MO when the MO represents an autonomous
resource that can trigger events without previous request from the management
system.
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• The Name Binding template is used to define the legal containment and instanti
ation possibilities for MOs. Using this template, a name can be associated with
instances of a certain MOC that are contained within instances of another MOC.
• A MO can also have a defined Behaviour, which specifies the semantics of at
tributes, operations and notifications. The behaviour is generally described in
natural language, although approaches exist to make use of formal description
techniques like the Specification and Description Language (SDL, lsdl|).

2.2.3.2

Simple Network Management Protocol

The Internet Management Architecture (often called SNMP-management, after its
management protocol) can be considered the most popular and widespread basis of
manufacturer independent management solutions. Compared to OS I management, the
concepts of Internet Management are much simpler. Implementations of the Internet
Management components can be realised with considerably less effort. The informa
tion model of the Internet Management architecture is called Structure of Management
Information (SMI). The model is not object-oriented, but all information is structured
in a hierarchical tree, the Management Information Base (MIB). Due to the simplicity
of the model, flexibility and functionality has to be provided by the management appli
cations. While a simple model has the disadvantage of not providing object-oriented
abstractions that can be used to create a reusable model and allow easy object ma
nipulation, it also has the advantage of being more easily understood by users and
developers.
The management protocol of the architecture, the Simple Network Management Pro
tocol (SNMP), evolved from its predecessor, the Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol
(SGMP). The first version of SNMP is called SNMPvl today. In 1993 its successor,
SNMPv2, improved the protocol with respect to issues such as performance in trans
mission of large amounts of data and security (authentication and encryption) [Sta].
The current version, SNMPv3, was further enhanced in the areas of authentication,
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privacy and access control. Today, the most widely used version is SNMPv2c. Com
munication of the protocol takes place between the Management Station, or manager
in short, which is the component that sends control messages and provides an interface
to the human operator, and the Management Agents, or agents in short, which repre
sent the managed components. Six commands are available for the communication
between manager and agents:

• GET, GETNEXT and GETBULK are sent by the manager to retrieve information
from the agents. GET queries a single value, GETNEXT queries the succeeding
values in order to traverse tables. GETBULK queries a set of values at once.
• SET is used by the manager to change a value in the configuration of an agent.
• RESPONSE represents an answer message by an agent to the manager.
• TRAP is the only command that is sent by an agent without a prior request by
the manager. This command is used to notify the manager that a certain event
has occurred.

The manager has at its disposal a collection of MIBs that describe the managed agents
and their capabilities through a collection of attributes. The MIB attributes are called
management objects, although they are not objects in an object-oriented sense. A MIB
attribute is composed of a name, a value, its access permissions (read-only, writeonly, read-write) and its data type. A separate MIB exists for each managed element
or class of elements, which is organised in a tree structure. Each branch is denoted
by a number, so that a sequence of numbers identifies a certain path. For example
the sequence 1.3.6.1.4.1 denotes the sequence iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises
(1 stands for iso, 3 stands for org and so on). Such a sequence is called an Object
Identifier (OID).
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2.23.3

Common Information Model

A newer approach for modelling an IT infrastructure is the Common Information
Model (CIM, |cima|). The aim of the manufacturer consortium that created the WBEM
(Web-based Enterprise Management Initiative) is to create an open, vendor neutral ar
chitecture for web-based management of the whole IT infrastructure of a company.
This architecture, called HyperMedia Management (HMM) was supposed to unify
different existing management approaches by providing a HTTP-based management
protocol. Later it became clear that a whole new management architecture and espe
cially a new management protocol would not easily gain enough acceptance, and so
the most promising component of the HMM, the Common Information Model, was
extracted and transferred to the DMTF (Distributed Management Task Force) to be
developed separately. The CIM defines how managed elements in an IT environment
are represented as a set of objects and relationships between them. The model is in
tended to allow a consistent management of these managed elements, independent of
their manufacturer or provider.
The main idea behind CIM is to make the information model so flexible that the largest
part of existing information models could be expres.sed in CIM without a loss of infor
mation. Unlike other information models such as the SMI, CIM is an object-oriented
model. CIM consists of

• A basic information model called the meta schema. The meta schema is defined
using the Unihed Modeling Language (UML, [uml]).
• A syntax for the description of management objects called the Managed Object
Format (MOF)
• Two layers of generic management object classes called Core Model and Com
mon Model.

Figure 2.1 shows the CIM meta schema definition in UML, as shown in the CIM
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specification [ciinaj. The meta schema specihes most of the elements that are common
in object-oriented modelling, namely

• Classes, Properties and Methods. The class hierarchy supports single inheri
tance (generalisation) and overloading of methods. For methods, the CIM schema
specifies only the prototypes of methods, not the implementation.
• References are a special kind of property that point to classes.
• Qualifiers are used to set additional characteristics of Named Elements, e.g., pos
sible access rules for properties (READ, WRITE), marking a property as a key for
instances (Key) or marking a class as one that cannot be instantiated. Qualifiers
can be compared to Java annotations; some qualifiers also have parameters.
• Associations are classes that are used to describe a relation between two classes.
They usually contain two references.
• '/riggers represent a state change (such as create, delete, update, or access) of a
class instance, and update or access of a property.
• Indications are objects created as a result of a trigger. Instances of this class
represent concrete events.
• Schemas group elements for administrative purposes (e.g., naming).

The Managed Object Format is the syntax that is used to formulate the management
object dehnitions that are based on the CIM meta schema. The notation is a template
language similar to the GDMO. Defined management object classes are associated
with one of three inheritance and specialisation hierarchy layers:

• The Core Model provides common classes, associations and properties that can
be used in all management disciplines as a starting point for further refinement.
For example, ManagedSystemElement, its subclasses PhysicalElement
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Figure 2.1: CIM Meta Schema
and LogicalElement, and the System and Service subclasses of
LogicalElement are classes that are part of the core model.
• The Common Model refines the core model with classes that are still independent
from specific technologies, but are specific enough to serve as a base for most
management applications. Classes that are part of the common model represent
applications, networks and network components, as well as end systems with
connected peripherals and data bases.
• It is possible to define Extension Schemas that refine classes from the common
model for specific products or technologies.

Properties, references, parameters and methods (method return values) have a data
type. Datatypes that are supported by CIM include {s,u}int{8,16,32,64} (e.g., uintS or
sint32), real{32,64}, string, boolean, datetime and strongly typed references (<classname> ref)In addition to the CIM schema, CIM specifies a protocol, CIMXML |cimb|, based on
XML over HTTP, which is used by CIM-capable network managers to query classes,
instances and invoke methods against a so-called CIM object manager (CIMOM). A
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CIMOM uses a number of modules, called CIM providers, to extract instance data
from the monitored systems. Each CIM provider is specihcally designed for a particu
lar managed entity (e.g., to provide information about a particular piece of hardware).
Several projects provide implementations for CIMOMs and clients (both stand-alone
and as libraries) to query CIMOMs. Notable implementations include the OpenPegasus project ([Ope)), which provides a free implementation of CIMOM (cimserver) and
a command-line client (cimclient). The cimserver is extensible by custom modules
written in C-r-r. Another free implementation is the SBLIM project (jSBL|), which
provides the “small footprint CIM broker” (SFCB) and a command-line client (wbemcli). A free implementation for the Java platform are the WBEM Services ([WBE|),
which provide a CIMOM and a Java library for accessing a CIMOM over HTTP; a
MOF compiler that is part of the project is still in development.

2.3

Using Ontologies for IT Management: State of the
Art

In order to create a domain specific knowledge base, either some kind of comprehen
sive model exists that can be used to express all facts from the model, or, if different
abstractions exist for the domain, they must be convertible to each other in some way.
Problems arise when a number of different models for the same domain are created,
each with a different expressiveness, and several of them are in practical use. This is
the case with integrated network management models: every integrated management
model has identified the need for a management information definition language to de
scribe the resources to be managed, in order to ensure cooperation between managers
and agents. Some of the models and information definition languages were described
in section 2.2.3, e.g., tbe Structure of Management Information (SMI) and its infor
mation model SNMP, the Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO)
and the Common Information Model (CIM) for Web-based Enterprise Management
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(WBEM).
Even if mappings between representation formats exist, it may not be possible to forniilly define semantics that are valid for all formats without defining a common model.
Dj Vergara et al. proposed to use CIM as target definition language in this respect
in [DVVB()2] since other models can be recast into CIM. In [DVVAB()3|, the same
authors proposed an ontology-based solution to define the semantics of the manage
ment information, with heavy-weight ontologies described using CIM for taxonomies
ard OCL, Prolog, Lisp or Description Logics for behaviour rules. In later works they
favoured the use of OWL to define the management ontology and in |DVB()4| they
provided a possible mapping for a (very small) subset of CIM to OWL.
As OWL became the de-facto standard for ontology definition, several publications
attempted to create a conversion of CIM to OWL. In [QAW^041 the authors compared
possible conversions of CIM to RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema) and
to OWL. They found that RDFS is unsuitable to express CIM as it “does not provide
constructs for expressing cardinality restrictions such as those used for describing asso
ciation or aggregation relationships between CIM classes”. Also, some CIM qualifiers
cannot be adequately expressed in RDFS. They went on to construct an OWL-based
ontology for CIM by using a previously defined mapping of UML to DAML-i-OIL
(which is the predecessor to OWL) and created a mapping of CIM to UML. The con
version of structural information (classes and properties) can be expressed, but most
CIM concepts (e.g., CIM qualifiers) have no mappings to either UML constructs or
OWL constructs, so the resulting ontology lacks a large part of the information that is
provided in the original model.
In |Hei04] the author also addressed the conversion of CIM to OWL, but several deci
sions in the conversion prevented a complete or near-complete conversion. Properties
of CIM classes were mapped to OWL datatype properties, which prevents the mod
elling of any property that has the type of another CIM class (object properties must
be employed for this to be possible). The author addressed the issue of CIM properties
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that are explicitly scoped to the corresponding class, but which in OWL have global
scope, by using the OWL allValiiesFwm restriction. This makes it impossible to spec
ify properties for multiple classes that have the same name but different ranges. In
addition, many CIM constructs and qualifiers are not considered at all in the conver
sion, such as Aggregation/Composition, Value/ValueMap, Keys, etc.
A more complete conversion approach from CIM to OWL is described in [MKK07].
The authors introduce a meta ontology that is used to model the CIM constructs that
have no direct OWL correspondence, e.g., default values or qualifiers that set a value
read-only or write-only. However, they do not describe how the meta ontology is con
structed. The authors handle more of the CIM constructs than the previously described
approaches, such as several qualifiers, but do not describe how more complex ele
ments, such as CIM methods, can be converted. Finally, they leave out several of the
restrictions the CIM defines, e.g., data types of properties are lost, and in their approach
it is generally not possible to support constraints for properties, such as MaxLen for
strings.
Several publications examine how SWRL (see section 2.1.4.3) can be employed to
model a heavy-weight ontology for management purposes. In |GVVB()51, the authors
propose a formal definition of the different management behaviour specifications, in
tegrated with the management information definitions. They try to incorporate both
behaviour dehnitions included implicitly in the management information and explic
itly in policy definitions in the resulting management ontology. Other works, notably
lXX06b| and [XXOba], dehne a configuration management ontology and augment the
ontology with behaviour dehnitions in SWRL and service dehnitions in OWL-S (an
OWL ontology for describing Web Services).
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Chapter 3
Management of information systems
using ontologies

3.1
3.1.1

Analysis
Goal and requirements

The goal is to create a knowledge base for a given domain that can be used to improve
interoperation of systems from that domain and to manage those systems. Interopera
tion means two things: First of all, it requires the means to express domain information
so that information from all systems of the domain can be accessed in a unified way.
Secondly the knowledge base must be able to interoperate with domain systems in both
directions, i.e., synchronise information.
To fulfil the first requirement, either some kind of comprehensive model must exist that
can be used to express all facts from the domain, or, if different abstractions exist for
the domain, they must be convertible to each other in some way. Problems arise when
a number of different models for the same domain are created, each with a different
expressiveness, and several of them are in practical use. This is the case with integrated
network management models: every integrated management model has identified the
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need for a management information definition language to describe the resources to
be managed in order to ensure cooperation between managers and agents. Some of
the models and information definition languages were described in section 2.2.3, e.g.,
the Structure of Management Information (SMI) and its information model MIB, the
Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO) and the Common Infor
mation Model (CIM) for Web-based Enterprise Management (WBEM).
The number of different models and standards in use discourages a solution in which
separate mappings or conversions exist for each combination of models. Instead, a
more practical solution is to use one domain model that is comprehensive enough to
allow other models to be mapped to it without losing information. Either such a domain
model already exists, or it must be created by taking into account the different features
of the existing models. After the domain model has been chosen or created, mappings
to other models can be made.
The second requisite for interoperability involves exchanging information between the
knowledge base and each system of the domain. The knowledge base should not only
act as a container for a domain model, but it should also manage domain information.
This information is originally produced and stored in the individual systems of the
domain, i.e., the systems that are represented in the knowledge base, and must all be
synchronised into the knowledge base. All information that is relevant locally for each
system or for other parts as well, or for the whole domain, must be synchronised into
the knowledge base. Only then does the knowledge base contain a comprehensive
domain model as well as comprehensive domain knowledge that includes the current
state of the individual systems.
The knowledge base has to perform different tasks to manage the domain systems:
it must read the domain information from the domain systems, it must process this
information in some way, and depending on the processing result, provide feedback
to the domain systems. Feedback can mean sending data to systems to update their
local state; it can also mean interacting with the systems or their environment, e.g..
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reUarling single systems. How the processing is performed depends on the data read,
but in any case the knowledge base needs a way to specify rules that define which
action is triggered by which kind of input data.
When all requirements are taken into account - providing a comprehensive domain
m^del, representing knowledge from domain systems and allowing the specification
of rules that describe how reactions correspond to input data - the resulting solution is
a 'brmal ontology.
In addition to the ontology that represents the domain structure using the domain on
tology and the domain state using data from the systems, the knowledge base requires
at least the following components to achieve the given goal:

• A component that reads static information such as the domain ontok')gy, rules,
etc.
• A way to communicate with the domain systems, i.e., receiving data from them
and sending data to them.
• An appropriate way to incorporate data from the systems into the ontology, i.e.,
converting the native data format to the format that is used for the ontology.
• A component to evaluate rules.
• A component to execute actions according to the evaluated rules.

These components are described in detail in the following section.

3.1.2

Knowledge base components

The component that reads static information starts building up the formal ontology
in the knowledge base. Depending on the format the domain ontology and rules are
specified in, the component will parse the given data and may need to perform format
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and datatype conversions into the format that is used internally to store and process the
ontology.
Receiving from and sending data to the domain systems strongly depend on the domain
and how the domain systems work. Unless the domain systems work with ontologies
themselves and communicate over interfaces that resemble working with an ontology,
the communication component of the knowledge base will need to adapt to the given
interfaces. This means that communication adapters for the specific domain systems
must be implemented. The inner workings of the communication adapters cannot be
specified at this point (i.e., if data polling is employed, or if domain systems are ac
tively sending and listening to a socket is sufficient, etc.). Therefore, the structure of
the communication adapters must be specilied when a concrete implementation of the
knowledge base for a certain domain is constructed. However, it might be necessary
to implement different kinds of communication adapters if the domain systems to be
represented in the knowledge base use different domain models.
When incorporating data read from the systems into the ontology two issues must be
addressed: first is the format of the data itself. Assuming the more likely case that the
APIs of the domain systems are not ontology-based, the data must be interpreted and
converted into a format that can be added to the ontology (if the APIs are ontologybased, the conversion step can be skipped altogether). This conversion again depends
on the domain in question, and as with the communication adapters, the format conver
sion component must be defined and implemented specifically for a particular domain.
Also, if data comes from different domain models, it might be necessary for the con
version component to support different types of conversion.
Secondly, belief change or ontology change, as discussed in 2.1.5.1, must be consid
ered. Each set of data read from domain systems that is to be added to the ontology
is a set of one or more facts in the sense of belief change theory. Adding facts with
out further checks, i.e., expansion, can render the ontology inconsistent. To ensure
the consistency of the ontology when adding facts, a revision operator must be em-
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ployed which makes use of extra-logical preference information. This means that it is
not possible to create a generic belief revision operator that works for any knowledge
base and any new fact, but that the concrete implementation of the operator depends
on the domain ontology and the kind of data created by the domain systems, i.e., when
implementing the operator, knowledge about the domain and domain data is used to
determine which facts are added and which are retracted from the ontology. The same
holds for a contraction operator, which is used to remove facts from the ontology while
maintaining consistency.
Without further specifying the domain, it is not possible for the knowledge base to
offer generic revision or contraction operators. However, for concrete revision and
contraction operators that are supplied for a certain domain, it is possible to perform
automated tests to make sure they work as intended. To make this possible, an in
terface for adding operators to the knowledge base must be specihed, which must be
implemented by the operators and which can then be used to verify the results of the
operation on the ontology. The interface must allow the knowledge base to apply the
operators to certain facts and then use the postulates that define the particular operator
(as described in section 2.1.5.1) to compare the intended result to the actual result. So
even though the operators themselves cannot be implemented as reusable components
in the generic knowledge base (but only for a concrete domain), the component that
implements the postulates and can automatically test the operators for a given set of
input data can be implemented as a reusable component.
One question regarding belief revision remains open: what happens when the domain
ontology changes? When updating or adding data from domain systems to the on
tology, the structural part of the ontology usually remains unchanged. The domain
ontology models the structure and data from domain systems describes current val
ues of concrete instances - using MOF terminology (see section 2.2.2): the domain
ontology describes model level Ml while data from domain systems represents level
MO. Data read using the communication adapters and added to the ontology by a
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domain-specific revision operator therefore does not change the Ml level. When the
domain ontology is changed due to ontology repair or ontology amendment (see sec
tion 2.1.5.2), the changes can be performed outside the knowledge base. Complex
changes to the domain ontology, although part of the bigger formal ontology (enriched
by data read from domain systems), are outside the scope of the management aspect of
the knowledge base. However, information from the domain systems must be updated
accordingly.
Even if the structural change of the domain ontology could be performed on-line (e.g.,
using specialised interfaces that allow changes), the domain-specific components for
data format conversion and incorporation of domain system data into the ontology
would have to be updated manually. So, in order to update the domain ontology,
the necessary changes (including consistency cheeks) must be performed outside the
knowledge base, and the components that add domain data to the ontology must be
updated accordingly. After that, the knowledge base reloads the domain ontology and
the communication adapters fetch updated information from the domain systems.
The knowledge base requires a component to evaluate rules that are loaded into the
ontology. Depending on the format the ontology and the rules are specified in, this
task can be handled by a reasoner, as described in section 2.1.4.3. As a reasoner infers
a set of logical consequences from a set of axioms, the evaluation of rules works in a
similar manner: Given a set of facts that are known to be true (the body of the rule), the
reasoner infers another set (the head of the rule). To evaluate the rules in the knowledge
base, the body consists of axioms from the domain ontology and the domain data, while
the head consists of axioms that must be defined specihcally for each rule and which
can then be inferred, i.e., classes that represent the specific grouping of the facts that
constitute the result of the particular rule.
Another component is needed to interpret the class relations added by the reasoner
when rules are evaluated. There are several approaches to model actions that should
take place according to evaluation results:
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• If possible, the reactions can be modelled as a static ontology that is added to the
domain ontology in the knowledge base. By modelling the domain, the domain
rules and the reactions to rule evaluation results, the ontology is as extensive as
possible. The disadvantage with this approach is that it is only realisable if the
single actions that are to be executed have a direct correspondence to the do
main ontology. In other words, introducing single axioms that represent certain
actions is possible, but performing arbitrary compound actions (e.g., including
branching and looping) is not directly possible.
• Another approach is to apply an existing ontology to model processes. In |XX06b|,
the authors use OWL-S [owlaj, an ontology for the automatic discovery, invoca
tion, composition and interoperation of Web Services, in their system for con
figuration management. OWL-S can be used to model external actions in an
ontology, although in effect only the invocation of (single or composed) services
is part of the ontology, while the actual implementation is the implementation of
the web service. When functionality is realised as an external service, it is not
possible to make use of the existing infrastructure for communicating with the
domain systems. This would have to be duplicated in the service implementation
(or extracted into a library, which still creates coupling between the service and
the knowledge base).
• The third option is to add the implementation of the reactions directly to the
implementation of the knowledge base, e.g., as a separate module. To realise
this, each action must be specifically implemented to match one or more rules,
i.e., the action must be adjusted to the class relations the reasoner adds for a rule.
The advantage of this approach is that the action implementation can make use
of the communication adapters and the data format conversion capabilities in the
knowledge base.
Modelling reactions as another ontology would yield the most extensive overall ontol
ogy, but the domain ontology determines whether this is realisable. As the knowledge
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base should be generically applicable, it cannot rely on the fact that actions can be
expressed in an ontology. However, if a certain domain demands it, this option can be
easily added to the knowledge base at a later time.
Using the .second option detaches the functionality of the actions from the knowledge
base. However, it requires that all actions that are called by the knowledge base are
realised as Web Services. As the information required to carry out an action depends
on the domain and the individual action, the service may need to access the ontology
as a whole (e.g., for counting instances of a certain class). If the domain is known, and
it is known that all domain actions can be extracted into Web Services, the option can
be used. Keeping the knowledge base generic poses too many restrictions.
The implementation of actions as separate modules allows them to have access to both
the ontology and the other components of the knowledge ba.se, especially the commu
nication adapters and the data format conversion. Although here the logic for reactions
is contained within the implementation (however, not the specification and conditions
for the rules) and not the ontology, this is the only way that is flexible enough to deal
with arbitrary domains and can make use of any API necessary to perform actions on
the domain systems.

3.1.3

Ontology language and domain ontology

To define the ontology in the knowledge base, a concrete ontology language must be
cho.sen. The ontology language must be expressive enough to allow modelling of the
the particular domain ontology. At the point of defining the features of the knowledge
base, the domain is not specified - so for determining the required expressiveness
of the ontology language, there are two options: The first option is to choose some
ontology language (using arbitrary criteria such as general expressiveness) and then
try to model the domain ontology using this ontology language. The second option is
to consider the domain in question and choose an ontology language that is suitable
to model the domain ontology for this domain, and then design the knowledge base
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accordingly. For IT management, research has been devoted to both the selection of
a suitable ontology language and a suitable domain ontology. It was shown that the
Web Ontology Language OWL is the most suitable for this task, because it provides
three sub languages with varying expressiveness to choose from (see section 2.1.4.2),
and is well supported by modelling infrastructure (libraries, ontology modelling tools,
reasoners).
If OWL is chosen as the ontology language, several options exist for the definition of
rules. As described in section 2.1.4.3, a number of rule languages were developed to
be used in conjunction with OWL. The most widely used and supported rule language
in this context is the Semantie Web Rule Language (SWRL). Although SWRL rules
are an undecidable superset of the description logic that underlies OWL DL and the
rules language Catalog, DL-safe SWRL rules ean be used, which are decidable and
supported by several reasoner implementations. In addition to the rule languages de
signed to be used with OWL, an external rule language (e.g., Prolog or Lisp) could
be used. But this requires the knowledge base to provide an interface to the exter
nal rule language so that the ontology data could be used for rule evaluation thereby
adding one additional level of indirection, i.e., data originating from domain systems in
a domain-native format is first converted or mapped into the ontology language OWL,
and then once more converted into a format that can be used for evaluation by the ex
ternal rule language. As DL-safe SWRL rules are as expressive as possible while still
being decidable, for the current use case there are no features in external rule languages
that necessitate their use over SWRL even without considering the added complexity.
Also, as several OWL reasoners support SWRL (and in some cases, DL-safe rules), no
additional rule evaluation component apart from a reasoner is required.
Apart from the ontology language, a domain ontology must be selected or created. As
described in section 2.3 several publications have examined the applicability of dif
ferent IT management standards and models as domain ontologies and several works
proposed the Common Information Model (CIM, see section 2.2.3) as domain model.
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e.g., IDVVAB031. CIM is suitable because it is not only a widely recognised and com
prehensive model, but also because it is actively used and maintained. As [QAW+04]
points out, CIM is usable for inferring properties about distributed systems, but it is a
semi-formal ontology with limited support for knowledge interoperability and aggre
gation as well as reasoning. For this reason, the conversion of CIM to the de-facto stan
dard ontology definition language, OWL. becomes desirable, and although several pub
lications attempted such a translation (e.g., IQAW+04, DVVAB03, Hei04, MKK07|,
see section 2.3 for a description of the translation attempts), each of tho.se attempts
lacks one or more features. This means that a sufficiently complete translation of CIM
to OWL must be performed before it can be used as domain ontology in the knowledge
base.

3.2

Design

3.2.1

CIM as domain ontology

3.2.1.1

Overview

From section 3.1 it follows that two main steps must be undertaken to arrive at a knowl
edge base that can be used to capture domain knowledge and manage domain systems:
The hrst step is to create a domain ontology, which is described in this section, while
the second is the design of the knowledge base itself, to include the previously de
scribed components, which is described in the following section 3.2.2.
The Common Information Model will be used to create a suitable domain ontology for
the domain of IT management. As pointed out in section 3.1, a translation of CIM to
OWL must be performed. The translation approach described in the following section
has been published in [TSKIO].
To construct an OWL ontology, CIM .schema elements must be translated to OWL.
Some elements can be translated in a straightforward way, while other elements, espe50

cially qualifiers, cannot be directly translated. To translate CIM constructs for which no
direct translation exists, [MKKO?] proposes the use of a CIM meta ontology, although
without describing it in detail. Using a CIM meta ontology can solve the problem of
describing missing constructs, which means that the final CIM ontology consists of
two parts: One part is the CIM meta ontology, which is statically modelled (i.e., man
ually) and which consists of super classes, properties and annotations that meta-model
CIM constructs which cannot be directly translated to OWL. The meta ontology has
the namespace cim-meta. The second part is the CIM schema ontology, which is
m.odelled using OWL-, RDFS- and CIM meta constructs, and which represents the
actual CIM model. It is automatically created by parsing and translating the MOF
representation (see section 2.2.3) of the CIM schema, and has the namespace cim.
The translation of elements is performed incrementally. First of all, the basic CIM
elements are translated to OWL constructs. After that, each CIM construct is exam
ined, and if possible, a corresponding OWL construct for its translation is used. It is
possible that a certain translation seems obvious, but later turns out to be not actually
usable. For these cases, the translation will have to be revised. CIM concepts that have
no corresponding OWL constructs arc modelled in the meta ontology so that elements
in the CIM schema part of the ontology can make use of these concepts. It might be
necessary to alter the structure of the model to be able to properly represent certain
constructs such as some qualifiers. In addition to the explanation of the meta ontology
in this chapter, the meta ontology is listed in appendix B.
Before any elements can be translated, a nomenclature for the elements must be es
tablished. Classes in the CIM schema are named CIM Classname (i.e., CIM pre
fix, followed by underscore, followed by the classname), while properties are named
PropertyName. Identifiers in CIM are not case-sensitive by definition, but in OWL
the case of identifiers matters. As the underscore is valid in OWL identifiers, the orig
inal names can be retained when corresponding OWL elements are created. When
“helper” elements are created (e.g., elements that do not exist in this form in the CIM
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schema), the new identifiers must be constructed unambiguously. Hence the identi
fiers of the original CIM class are suffixed with a double underscore

followed by

the helper element name; further elements of the name are concatenated with single
underscores.

3.2.1.2

Translation of structural elements

The most basic element of the translation is a CIM class, which can be directly trans
lated to owl:Class. Although the concept of a class in object-oriented modelling
differs from that in an ontology (see section 2.1.2), a class can be translated this way
without loss of information. Likewise, generalisation (inheritance) can be expressed
using the OWL subclass concept rdf s : subClassOf. CIM has another basic con
struct to express relationships between classes, the Association. An association is a
special kind of a class describing a link between other classes. Associations are es
sentially normal classes with two typed reference properties, and are marked with the
Association qualiher, as shown in listing 3.1.

Listing 3.1: CIM Association
An Aggregation is a specialisation of an association, where the two references are
explicitly marked as parent and child (the class has both the Association and
Aggregation qualifiers, and the parent reference is also tagged with the Associated
qualifier). The aggregation can be specialised even further using the Composition
qualifier, which adds the semantics of a whole-part/compositional relationship to dis-
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tinguish it from a collection or basic aggregation. None of the three constructs - as
sociation, aggregation and eomposition - can be directly translated into OWL. Using
object properties for representing them is not possible, as assoeiation classes can in
herit from other classes, but OWL object properties cannot inherit from OWL classes.
In order to model these constructs, corresponding elasses and object properties are
modelled in the CIM meta ontology.
owl:ObjectProperty

owl:Class

Figure 3.1: Association, Aggregation and Composition

Figure 3.1 shows the elements from the meta ontology and their relations: The class
CIM Association represents an association and is the domain of the objeet prop
erty CIM Association, Role, from which concrete CIM association object prop
erties can inherit. Each concrete association has two association roles (i.e., two in
stances of the object property). CIM Aggregation is modelled as a subclass of
CIM Association and has two object properties which represent the parent and the
child part of the association, and which are subproperties of CIMAssociation__
Role. The Composition is modelled analogously as a subclass of the aggregation
class and the parent and child subproperties of the aggregation parent and child object
properties.
Modelling of CIM properties proves to be not straightforward either. While the struc
tural element of a property could be modelled by a simple object property, this ap53

proach is not applicable when properties can have qualifiers that make assertions about
the property. A simple example is the MaxLen qualiher that can be used with prop
erties of type string to assert a maximum length for its value. Qualifiers that make
assertions can, in some cases, be represented by OWL property restrictions, which
constrain the range of a property in specific contexts in a variety of ways. One im
portant case where this is not possible is the combination of Values and ValueMap
qualihers: The ValueMap qualifier defines the set of permissible values for a prop
erty. When it is used in combination with the Values qualiher, the location of the
value in the ValueMap array determines the location of the eorresponding entry in the
Values array. Listing 3.2 shows an example property from the CIM class CIM. Job.

[Write, Description ( "This property indicates whether the times "
"represented in the RunStartInterval and UntilTime properties "
"represent local times or UTC times. Time values are synchronized
"worldwide by using the enumeration value 2,
ValueMap { "1",

\"UTC TimeX"." ),

"2" ),

Values { "Local Time",

"UTC Time" }]

uintl6 LocalOrUtcTime;

Listing 3.2: ValueMap and Values qualihers
To implement CIM properties in the OWL model, a structure as shown in hgure 3.2
is used. In the hgure, rectangular boxes represent OWL classes, rounded boxes with
one connection represent datatype properties and rounded boxes with two connections
represent object properties. Each CIM property is modelled as a combination of an
OWL object property and an OWL class. This class inherits from the meta ontology
class CIM Value that has two datatype properties, “value” and “valueMap”. To
model the semantics from the original ValueMap and Values qualihers, the class
is restricted using owl: oneOf to allow only instances from a list of CIM Value
instances (one for each ValueMap-Values combination).
For the example in listing 3.2, the following OWL elements are created: The class
CIM_Job_ LocalOrUtcTime_Value, which is a subclass of CIM_Value; the ob54

Value Restrictions,
e.g. owl:OneOf

cim:CIM_<Class>_ <Property>_\/alue
rdfs:range
cim:CIM <Class>

cim;CIM_<Class>_ <Property> ^
rdfs:domain

Figure 3.2: Modelling of properties
ject property CIM Job_ LocalOrUtcTime (with domain CIM Job and range CIM
Job_.LocalOrUtcTime_Value); the CIM Value instance CIM Job LocalOr
UtcTime_Value Local_Time with data property value set to “Local Time” and
data property valueMap set to “1”; likewise an instance of UTC Time; and finally, a
subclass restriction on CIM Job on the object property to limit all values to one of the
two CIM Value instances.
Listing 3.3 shows the XML representation of the OWL for the class fragment from
listing 3.2. It shows the five parts that are generated for the sample: In line 1 the
object property for the CIM property is defined. Its domain is the class it belongs
to, its range is the specific cim-meta: CIM Value subclass for this property. This
subclass relationship is defined in line 8. Then, for each Value and ValueMap
combination, an instance of CIM Value is created: in lines 13 and 20, the instances
for local time and UTC time are created, respectively. Note that the instances have
cim-meta : valueMap and cim-meta: value added to them. To add the restric
tion that the property may only be set to one of these two values, in line 27, a subclass
restriction is added accordingly to the class definition of CIM^Job.
<!-- http://vs.cs.hs-rm.de/cimowl.owl#CIM_Job__LocalOrUtcTime -->
<owl:ObjeetProperty rdf:about="#CIM Job__LocalOrUtcTime">
<rdfs:comment>This property indicates whether the times represented in the
RunStartInterval and UntilTime properties represent local times or UTC times.
Time values are synchronized worldwide by using the enumeration value 2,
Time\".</rdfs:comment >
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CIM^Job" />
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\"UTC

<rdfs : range rdf : resource=" #CIM Job LocalOrUtcTime_Value" />
</owl;ObjectProperty>

< ! -- http : / /vs . cs .hs rm. de/cimowl. owl#CIM Job- LocalOrUtcTime.Value -->
'Owl:Class rdf : about=" #CIM Job LocalOrUtcTime Value ">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf;resource="Seim meta;CIM.Value"/>
</owl:Class>

< !-- CIM Job-_LocalOrUtcTime Value Local-Time -->
<cim meta : CIM Value rdf: about="CIM-Job—LocalOrUtcTime Value Local-Time">
<rdf;type rdf:resource="&owl;Thing"/>
<cim-meta:valueMap rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">l</cim-meta;valueMap>
<cim meta:value rdf:datatype-"&xsd;string">Local Time</cim-meta;value>
</cim meta; CIM Value ■

<!-- CIM Job—LocalOrUtcTime Value UTC Time -->
<cim meta : CIM Value rdf : about= "CIM Job- LocalOrUtcTime-Value UTC-Time" <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;Thing"/>
<cim-meta:valueMap rdf;datatype="&xsd;string">2</cim meta;valueMap>
<cim meta;value rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">UTC Time</cim-meta:value>
</cim meta : CIM Value>

<!-- http://vs.cs.hs-rm.de/cimowl.owl#CIM Job -->
<owl;Class rdf:about = "#CIM Job" >
<rdfs:subClassOf <owl:Restriction'
• owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#CIM Job -LocalOrUtcTime"/>
• owl;allValuesFrom>
• owl;Class ■
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<rdf ; Description rdf : about = "CIM Job LocalOrUtcTime-Value-Local-Time" />
<rdf : Description rdf : about="CIM Job LocalOrUtcTime-Value-UTC-Time" / >
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:Class>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf >
'/owl:Class>

Listing 3.3: Value and ValueMap in OWL
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3.2.1.3

Translation of data types

One important aspect of properties is their datatype, which must be preserved in their
original CIM format. As values are represented by instances of subclasses of CIM
Value, the type information must be incorporated into these subclasses or the in
stances themselves. The first option is to create one more indirection in the inheritance
hierarchy and create a subclass of CIM Value for each CIM datatype so that the
individual classes representing the properties inherit from the CIM Value subclass
representing the datatype for this value. The advantage of this approach is that a value
can be easily verified to have a certain type by checking if it is an instance of the
particular type subclass. However, semantics (i.e., value ranges) would have to be de
fined for these arbitrary datatype subclasses. Also, the added complexity for modelling
simple values will increase reasoning complexity while still not providing an implicit
type check; i.e., while constructing CIM Value subclass instances, the author or tool
would have to check manually that the value given matches the CIM Value subclass.
Another option is to map the CIM primitive type to a corresponding XSD type, which
is then added to the object property using a meta ontology annotation. This preserves
the type information and has the advantage of not increasing reasoning complexity;
also, the the semantics and value ranges for XSD datatypes are well-defined. For these
reasons, this option is preferred.
Table 3.1 shows how CIM types are translated to XSD types. Each signed and unsigned
number type is translated to its XSD equivalent, e.g., uintS becomes xsd: unsigned
Byte, sint32 becomes xsd: int, real32 becomes xsd: float, and so on.
Translation is mostly straightforward, except for char 16, which has to be translated
into a string, and datetime, which has a corresponding XSD data type but which
specifies a different lexical representation for the datetime string. While CIM uses the
format “yyyymmddhhmmss.mmmmmmsutc” (where “mmmmmm” is the number of
microseconds, “s” is a literal, and “utc” is the offset from UTC in minutes), XSD uses
the format “yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss” (where T is the date/time separator; a decimal
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CIM type
uintS
sintS
uintlS
sintl6
sint32
uint32
sint64
uint64

XSD type
xsd:unsignedByte
xsdibyte
xsd:unsignedShort
xsd:short
xsd:int
xsd:unsignedint
xsd:long
xsd:unsignedLong

CIM type
string
boolean
real32
real64
datetime
char16

XSD type
xsd:string
xsd:boolean
xsd:float
xsd:double
xsd:dateTime
xsd:string

Table 3.1: Translation of CIM types to XSD types
point and additional digits to increase the precision of fractional seconds can be added
after the seconds part). Datetime values must be converted accordingly.
Default values that can be specified for CIM properties cannot be expressed directly,
i.e., OWL has no built-in feature to specify default values. In description logics, a
default value for a property can be modelled by restricting the range of the property
to the set of the original range unified with a single constant, so for a property r with
the range C that should get assigned the default value r/, the following can express this
notion;

3r- □ {(;u3r-.{d})

This way a reasoner will infer P{X, d) for l^{X, Y) whenever Y is not known to be a
member of C. To express this in OWL, owl :unionOf, owl: restriction and
owl-.oneOf must be used in combination, as shown in the example in listing 3.4.
Although it is possible for an object property in OWL to have more than one range, the
range is defined to be the intersection of all ranges (i.e., the intersection of the class
extension of the class descriptions). For this reason, the union of the original range
and the default value must be explicitly specified as an union. In line 1 1 the union is
specified, while in line 12 the class for the original range (i.e., the specific CIM Value
subclass) is added to the union. Line 25 shows the CIM_Value instance that is used
as the default value.
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1 <!-- http: / / vs . cs . hs-rm. de/cimowl. owl#CIM ApplicationSystem^-EnabledState -->
2 <owl: Ob jectProperty rdf : about= " #CIM ApplicationSystem__EnabledState" >
3

<cim-meta:type rdf:datatype="&xsd;string"
>http://WWW.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedShort</cim-meta:type>

4

<rdfs;domain rdf:resource="#CIMApplicationSystem"/>

5

<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf;resource="#CIM EnabledLogicalElement EnabledState"/>

6

<rdfs:range>

7

<owl:Restriction

8

<owl: onProperty rdf : resource=" #CIM ApplicationSystem JEnabledState" />

9

<owl:allValuesFrom>

10

<owl;Class>

11

<cwl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

12

rdf : Description rdf: about = " #CIM ApplicationSystem/EnabledState Value"/>

13

<owl:Class>

14

<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

I *;

<rdf : Description rdf : about "CIM ApplicationSystem EnabledState.
Default.Value"/>

16

</owl:oneOf>

17

</owl:Class>

18

</owl:unionOf>

19
20
21
22

</owl:Class ■
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:range>

23 </owl;ObjectProperty>
24
25 <!-- CIM ApplicationSystem JEnabledStateDefault Value -->
26 <owl:Thing rdf : about="CIM ApplicationSystem DnabledState Default-Value">
27

<rdf:type rdf:resource "&cim-meta;CIM Value"/>

28

<cim meta:value rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">0</cim meta;value>

29 </owl:Thing>

Listing 3.4: Default values

3.2.1.4

Translation of methods

The translation of CIM methods to OWL requires several OWL elements per method
as well. Figure 3.3 shows how the translation is performed. A method basically has
to provide the information about its name, type and its parameter list, where each
parameter in turn has a name, a type and, in CIM, can have additional qualifiers.
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Figure 3.3: Modelling of methods
The meta ontology provides the class CIM Method that has two datatype proper
ties, methodName and methodType. For each method of a CIM class, an OWL
object property CIM.<Class>__<Method> is created, with the original CIM class
as domain and the CIM Method class as range. An instance of the CIM Method
class is created and added as annotation to the object property. Generating both the
object property and the instance is necessary, because in OWL, datatype properties can
be attached only to classes and instances, and not to object properties. If the method
overrides a method from a super class, a corresponding rdfs : subPropertyOf is
added to the method object property.
Another object property is needed to associate the method instance with its parame
ters. Each method parameter is represented by an instance of the meta ontology class
CIM Method Parameter, which in turn has datatype properties for its name, type
and position. The position property is necessary, because OWL has no construct for
ordered collections, and modelling a linked list would add unreasonable complexity.
Note that although the OWL reference describes “Enumerated Datatypes” [Wor] that
use rdf: List to dehne a list of values for a datatype property, a similar construct
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for OWL instances is not specified. The object property representing the parameter list
has the method instance as domain and an owl: oneOf set of the method parameter
instances as range.
To give one complete code example, the CIM class CIM ComputerSystem and its
method SetPowerState, as shown in listing 3.5, are translated to OWL.

class CIM ComputerSystem : CIM System {
uint32 SetPowerState(
[IN, Description (
"The desired state for the ComputerSystem." ),
ValueMap { "1", "2",

"3",

Values [ "Full Power",
"Power Save - Standby",
"Power Cycle",

"4",

"5",

"6",

"7",

"8"

},

"Power Save - Low Power Mode",
"Power Save

"Power Off",

Other",

"Hibernate",

"Soft Off" )

uint32 PowerState,
[IN, Description (
"Time indicates when the power state should be set,

"

"either as a regular date time value or as an "
"interval value (where the interval begins when the "
"method invocation is received." )]
datetime Time);

Listing 3.5; CIM ComputerSystem (excerpt)
The example focuses on the definition of the method, so other properties and methods,
Versioninfo, UMLPackagepath etc. of the CIM class are left out. Also, the defi
nitions of the meta clas.ses and datatype properties (methodName, methodType,
parameterType, parameterPosition, CIM Method and CIMTdethod
Parameter) are left out. Listing 3.6 shows the OWL representation: line 2 defines
the class and in line 8, the object property that represents the method is shown, in
cluding the methodinstance annotation that refers to its singleton instance. The
method is modelled as an instance of CIM Method as opposed to a subclass, because
it is a concrete entity, not a class of concepts; in the listing it appears at line 40. To
add parameters to the method, a second object property, starting in line 16, connects

the method instance (as domain) with all the instances of CIM Method Parameter
(one for each parameter - the instances are shown in lines 46 and 53).
< ! - - http: / / vs . cs . hs-rm. de cimowl. owl#CIM_ComputerSystern -->
' owl:Class rdf:about="#CIM_ComputerSystem">
<rdfs : subClassOf rdf : resource=" #CIM System" />
<rdfs;comment>A class derived from System that is a special collection of
ManagedSystemElements.

This collection is related to the providing of compute

capabilities and MAY serve as an aggregation point to associate one or more of
the following elements: FileSystem, OperatingSystem, Processor and Memory
(Volatile and/or Nonvolatile Storage).</rdfs:comment
</owl:Class>

< !-- http://vs.cs.hs rm.de cimowl. owl#CIM.ComputerSystemSetPowerState -->
<owl: Ob jectProperty rdf : about= " #CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState" >
<rdfs:comment>Sets the power state of the computer. The use of this method has
been deprecated.

Instead, use the SetPowerState method in the associated

PowerManagementService class.</rdfs:comment>
<cim meta : methodinstance rdf : resource= "CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method"/>
<rdfs:range rdf;resource "&cim meta;CIM_Method"/>
<rdf s : domain rdf : resource=" #CIM ComputerSystem" / >
</owl:ObjectProperty>

< ! -- http : / / vs . cs . hs rm. de/cimowl. owl#CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method
Parameters -->
<owl: Ob jectProperty rdf : about= " #CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method-Parameters " >
<rdfs:domain>
<owl:Class>
- owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
■ rdf : Description rdf : about="CIM_ComputerSystem_ SetPowerState-Method" />
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:Class
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range■
<owl:Restriction'
• owl: onProperty rdf: resource=" #CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method
Parameters"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
- owl:Class
-owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<rdf: Description rdf : about="CIM_ComputerSystem SetPowerState-Method
Parameters -PowerState" / >
<rdf : Description rdf : about = "CIM_ComputerSystem SetPowerState-Method
Parameters Time"/>
</owl:oneOf'
</owl:Class>
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</owl:allValuesFrom^
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:range>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<!-- CIM.ComputerSystem SetPowerState_Method -->
<owl: Thing rdf: about = "CIM_ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method" >
<rdf : type rdf : resource=" &cim-meta; CIM_Method" />
<ciin-meta ; methodName rdf ;datatype=" &xsd; string" >SetPowerState-^, cim-meta :methodNaine>
<ciin-meta: methodType
rdf:datatype = "&xsd;string" -http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedInt
</cim-meta:methodType>
</owl:Thing>
< ! -- CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method Parameters J>owerState -->
<owl: Thing rdf : about = "CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method Parameters PowerState " >
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&cim-meta; CIM Method Parameter"/>
<cim-meta:parameterPosition
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">0</cim meta:parameterPosition>
<cim-meta:parameterName
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">PowerState</cim meta;parameterName>
<cim meta;parameterType
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedInt
</cim meta:parameterType>
</owl:Thing>
< ! -- CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method Parameters Time -->
<owl: Thing rdf : about="CIM ComputerSystem SetPowerState Method Parameters Time">
<rdf:type:

ref:resource="&cim meta;CIM Method Parameter"/>

<cim meta:parameterPosition
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</cim meta:parameterPosition>
<cim-meta:parameterName rdf:datatype="Sxsd;string">Time</cim-meta:parameterName>
<cim meta:parameterType
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime
</cim meta:parameterType>
58 < /cim-meta: CIMJdethodJ’arameter •

Listing 3.6: CIM methods in OWL

3.2.1.5

Translation of qualifiers

The previous section discussed the translation of structural elements (classes, proper
ties and methods). The other parts of CIM that must be translated are the CIM qual63

ifiers. Each qualifier can have a specific scope (e.g., can only be used in the context
of classes, or in the context of properties and methods, etc.). A qualifier can also have
parameters that must be considered.

• Aggregate is used with references, together with the Aggregation qualifier. The
aggregation qualifier relates to the association, and the Aggregate qualifier spec
ifies the parent reference. This qualifier is handled together with the Aggregation
qualifier as described in section 3.2.1.2.
• ValneMap takes string array values and has the scope (property, parameter, method).
It defines the set of permissible values for the qualified property, method return,
or method parameter. ValueMap can be used alone or in combination with the
Values qualifier. When it is used in combination with the Values qualifier, the
location of the value in the ValueMap array determines the location of the cor
responding entry in the Values array. The qualifier is modelled in the meta
ontology and was described in section 3.2.1.2.
• The Values qualifier takes string array values similar to the ValueMap qualifier,
and has the scope (property, parameter, method). As described in section 3.2.1.2,
it translates between integer values and strings in the ValueMap array and an
associated string at the same index in the Values array. If a ValueMap qualifier
is not present, the Values array is indexed (relative to zero) using the value in the
associated property, method return type, or method parameter. If a ValueMap
qualifier is present, the Values index is defined by the location of the property
value in the ValueMap. As the ValueMap qualifier, it is modelled in the meta
ontology.
• The Override qualifier can be used with properties and methods and indicates
that the element in the derived class overrides the similar construct of the same
name in the parent class in the inheritance tree. For the Override qualifier,
an rdfs: subPropertyOf relationship is added to the object property that
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represents either the CIM property or the CIM method.
• The Key qualifier marks a property as the identifying property of the class. Keys
are written once at object instantiation and are not modified thereafter. Key
qualifiers on single properties can be translated by declaring the corresponding
object property to be an instance of owl: InverseFunctionalProperty.
If a property is declared to be inverse-functional, then the object of a property
statement uniquely determines the subject (some individual). CIM allows more
than one property in a class to be marked with the Key qualifier and in this case
the properties form a compound key. This problem is similar to translating a SQL
schema with composite primary keys to OWL (as proposed e.g., in | Ast09j), and
currently there is no satisfactory solution. One solution is to create a synthetic
class for the properties that comprise the key, but this solution would signifi
cantly change the structure of the model. If synthetic key classes are used in
stead of the original properties, it is not clear what happens with other qualifiers,
descriptions, subproperty relations etc. of the original properties. On the other
hand, if synthetic key classes are added while the original properties are kept,
there is no way to stop the addition of instances of the single properties (i.e., the
original purpose of the key qualifier is defied). For this reason, properties with a
single key qualifier are marked as inverse functional, while compound keys are
annotated with a meta ontology annotation. This annotation must be considered
by tools that add instances of these classes.
• Description can be added to any element and provides a textual description of
the element in human-readable format. It is converted into a rdf s : comment.
• Correlatahle takes string array values and is used to define sets of properties that
can be compared to determine if two CIM instances represent the same resource
entity (similar to the equals and hashCode methods in Java). An OWL in
stance is conceptually different from a CIM instance in that two CIM instances
with identical properties can exist and still be considered different instances,
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while two OWL instances with the same property values are always considered
identical by a reasoner. The distinction between instances using the Correlatable
qualifier is not directly realisable; as the qualifier is specified but not used in the
CIM schema, a translation is not necessary for the current use case. A transla
tion could be achieved by meta ontology annotations or datatype properties that
are initialised with generated unique values whenever an instance is created, to
ensure that the instances are considered distinct.
• The Min and Max qualifiers indicate the minimum and maximum cardinality
of a reference property. For example, if an association relates instances of the
class A to instances of class B and there will be at most one A instance for
each B instance, then the reference to A has a Max(l) qualifier. The qualifiers
can be translated to owl: minCardinality and owl rmaxCardinality,
respectively.
• Maxl.en is a qualifier that can only be attached to properties of type string,
and specifies the maximum length of the string value.

For this qualifier,

an owl: Restriction is created for the class containing the property, as
shown in the example in listing 3.7;

using owl: allValuesFrom and

owl: withRestrictions, the maximum length for the value can be speci
fied as an XSD value restriction.
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<owl:Class rdf:about = "#CIM Account GreationClassName Value">
• rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="smeta;CIM Value"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="smeta;value"/>
<owl;allValuesFrom■
<rdf:Description >
- rdf:type rdf:resource="&rdfs;Datatype"/>
<owl:onDatatype rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
<owl:withRestrictions rdf;parseType="Collection">
<rdf:Description>
<xsd:maxLength rdf:datatype="&xsd; integer">256</xsd:maxLength
</rdf:Description >
</owl:withRestrictions >
</rdf;Description>
</owl:allValuesFrom'
</owl;Restriction>
</rdfs;subClassOf>
</owl;Class>

Listing 3.7: Conversion of MaxLen qualifier
• MinLeri is similar to MaxLen, but specifies the minimum length of the string
value. Similarly, it can be translated to an owl: withRestrictions and
xsd: minLength.
• MaxValue and MinValue specify the maximum and minimum values for int
properties and can be translated analogously to the MaxLen qualifier, using
xsd:maxlnclusive and xsd:minlnclusive datatype facets.
• The Deprecated qu’dV\i\cv marks an element as deprecated, and is converted using
owl: deprecatedClass and deprecatedProperty, respectively.
• Required indicates that a non-NULL value is required for the property. It is
translated by adding an owl rminCardinality of 1 to the object property.
• Experimental acts as a flag that denotes that the element was added recently,
and is still considered experimental. It is modelled by an annotation in the meta
ontology.
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• In and Out are qualifiers with the scope (parameter), i.e., they denote that a
method parameter is used to pass values into a method, or that the parameter is
used to return values from the method. Method invocation is not the duty of the
ontology, but is relevant for the knowledge base. The In and Out qualifiers are
translated to corresponding flags as annotations in the meta ontology.
• An Alias establishes an alternate name for a property or method and can be
converted using the owl: equivalentProperty construct with the object
property that represents the property or method.
• The ModelCorrespondence qualifier indicates a correspondence that is not fur
ther specified in the CIM schema. It is translated to the rdf s : seeAlso con
struct.
• DisplayName takes a string value and uses this value to define a name that is used
on a user interface instead of the actual name of the element. The translation is
performed using a meta ontology annotation.
• Read and Write dehne that a property is readable or writable. As no OWL con
struct exists to represent this feature, they are modelled as annotations in the
meta ontology that are attached to the particular object property.
• Version provides the version number of a schema object; it is converted to
owl:versioninfo.
• The Ahstraet qualiher indicates that a class is abstract and serves only as a base
for new classes. A translation of this concept to OWL does not make much
sense, as OWL classes cannot be compared to classes from object-orientation
in this respect. Therefore, a marker annotation abstract is modelled in the
meta ontology and attached to the OWL class. This does not preserve the original
semantics, but can be accounted for by tools that create instances of CIM classes.
• Terminal has the scope (class) and marks a class as one that cannot have any
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subclasses, similar to the final modifier in Java. As with the Abstract modifier,
this constraint cannot be expressed in OWL because the concept of a class is too
different. The qualifier is added using a meta ontology annotation, but has to be
accounted for when new classes are added to the ontology; the validity can be
checked programmatically.
• Exception has the scope (class) and denotes that a class hierarchy defines tran
sient (very short-lived) exception objects. This concept is not relevant for the
translation in OWL, as all OWL instances are handled similarly by a reasoner; it
is however modelled as a meta ontology annotation to preserve the flag.
• The Units and PUnit qualifiers provide information about the unit in which a
property or method is expressed. While the (now deprecated) Units qualifier
specifies a human-readable format (e.g., “Tenths of Decibels”), the PUnit qual
ifier uses a machine-readable format (e.g., ”decibels*10“'”). The qualifiers are
converted using the meta ontology annotations units andpunit, respectively.
• UMI.PackagePath specifies the position of a CIM class within a UML package
hierarchy. A class hierarchy other than the inheritance hierarchy is not modelled
in the ontology, so the package path is also modelled as an annotation in the meta
ontology.
• MappingStrings can be used to map entities of other information models to CIM
or to express that a CIM element represents an entity of another information
model. Several mapping string formats are defined in the CIM specification: for
the MIB (management information base), OID (object identifier), MIF (manage
ment information format) and a general format. The mapping of other models
is not functionally critical when applying CIM in the knowledge base, so MappingStrings is translated to a meta ontology annotation.
• The ClassConstraint, PwpertyConstraint and MethodConstraint qualifiers can
be used to specify OCL constraints for the particular elements. The Object Con69

straint Language (OCL) is a declarative language for describing rules that apply
to UML models. As the OCL is a language in its own right, a mapping or trans
lation from OCL to an ontology would be required. In [MGGW061, the authors
propose an approach for interchanging rules between SWRL along with OWL
and OCL along with LfML. This could be used here, but has not been further
investigated, as these qualifiers were only added in recent versions of CIM and
have not been used in the CIM schema. To preserve the information, the con
straints are added unparsed using meta ontology annotations.

3.2.1.6

Overview of translations

Table 3.2 shows an overview of the translations of different CIM constructs to OWL/RDFS.
Table 3.2: Translation of CIM constructs to OWL
CIM Construct

Translation in OWL

See

Abstract

cim-meta:isAbstract

3.2.1.5

Aggregate

Handled together with Aggregation

3.2.1.2

Aggregation

cim-meta: CIM Aggregation,

3.2.1.2

cim-meta : CIM Aggregation Parent,
cim-meta : CIM Aggregation Child
Alias

owl:equivalentProperty

Association

cim-meta: CIM_Association,

3.2.1.5

cim-meta : CIM Association Role
Class

owl:Class

3.2.1.2

ClassConstraint

cim-meta:classConstraint

3.2.1.5

Composition

cim-meta: CIM Composition,

3.2.1.2

cim-meta: CIM Composition Parent,
cim-meta: CIM_Composition_Child
Correlatable

No translation

3.2.1.5

Datatypes

Corresponding XSD datatypes

Tbl.3.1
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Table 3.2: Translation of CIM constructs to OWL (cont.)
CIM Construct

Translation in OWL

See

Default values

Union of original property range and default value sin-

3.2.1.3

gleton
Deprecated

3.2.1.5

owl:DeprecatedClass,
owl:DeprecatedProperty

Description

rdf s:comment

3.2.1.5

DisplayName

cim-meta:displayName

3.2.1.5

Exception

cim-meta:exception

3.2.1.5

Experimental

cim-meta:experimental

3.2.1.5

In

cim-meta:in

3.2.1.5

Inheritance

rdfs:subClassOf

3.2.1.2

Key

owl:inverseFunctionalProperty

3.2.1.5

MappingStrings

cim-meta:mappingStrings

3.2.1.5

Max

owl:maxCardinality

3.2.1.5

MaxLen

owl:Restriction, xsd:maxLength

3.2.1.5

Max Value

owl:Restriction, xsd:maxlnclusive

3.2.1.5

Methods

cim-meta: CIM Method

(plus

one

cim-meta : CIM Method Parameter
one

instance),

instance).

3.2.1.4

(plus

cim-meta: met hodName,

cim-meta :methodType,
cim-meta:parameterName,
cim-meta:parameterType,
cim-meta :parameterPosition, object property
for method, object property for method parameters
MethodConstraint

cim-meta:methodConstraint

3.2.1.5

Min

owl:minCardinality

3.2.1.5

MinLen

owl:Restriction, xsd:minLength

3.2.1.5
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Table 3.2; Translation of CIM constructs to OWL (cont.)
CIM Construct

Translation in OWL

See

MinValue

owl:Restriction, xsd:mininclusive

3.2.1.5

ModelCorrespondence rdfs:seeAlso

3.2.1.5

Out

cim-meta:out

3.2.1.5

Override

rdfs:subPropertyOf

3.2.1.5

Property

cim: CIM_<Class>__<Property>_Value

3.2.1.2

(subclass

of

cim-meta: CIM Value),

cim:CIM <Class>__<Property>
PropertyConstrai nt

cim-metaipropertyConstraint

3.2.1.5

PUnit

cim-meta:punit

3.2.1.5

U M L Pac kagePat h

cim-meta:UMLPackagePath

3.2.1.5

Read

cim-meta:readable

3.2.1.5

Required

owliminCardinality of 1

3.2.1.5

Terminal

cim-meta:isTerminal

3.2.1.5

Lfnits

cim-meta:units

3.2.1.5

ValueMap

cim-meta:valueMap

3.2.1.2

Values

cim-meta:value

3.2.1.2

Version

owl:versioninfo

3.2.1.5

Write

cim-meta:writable

3.2.1.5

3.2.2

Structure of the knowledge base

This section presents the design of the knowledge base and its components. Sec
tion 3.1.2 lists the components that are absolutely necessary for the knowledge base
and the components that are not crucial but contribute to its functionality. Figure 3.4
shows how the components work together.
The Managed System component represents an abstraction for the system or systems
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Figure 3.4: Architecture
managed by the knowledge base, i.e., it can consist of more than one agent to commu
nicate with. The grey box in the background at the top denotes the components that
are part of the runtime system; the components shown on the lower edge of the grey
box represent the different interfaces of the runtime system. The following paragraphs
describe how the requirements discussed in section 3.1.1 are realised as components
of the knowledge base. Where possible, the components are designed generically, oth
erwise the design of the component for the application with CIM is explained.
The first requirement is a component that reads static information - in particular, the
domain ontology and domain rules. It is reasonable to split this functionality into two
separate components: one for the domain model and one for the domain rules. While
the domain model is not subject to change often once it is completely modelled, the
domain rules may change depending on where the knowledge base is used. Divid
ing the functionality for reading the static information into two separate components
decouples dependency on a common format. Although model and rules are both im
ported into the ontology, their source formats do not necessarily have to be compatible.
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In fact, the rules must be defined in another format when using a domain model that
offers no native way to define them.
The Model Import component is the first component to import static information in to
the ontology. It reads the domain ontology in the domain-specific format and converts
this in into OWL. As described in section 3.1.2, this component is domain specific
and for IT management this means a conversion of CIM to OWL. The translation
is described in section 3.2.1: use a meta ontology to model elements that cannot be
directly represented in OWL and employ it in an automatic conversion of the CIM
schema to OWL. From a technical point of view, this conversion is a cross-compilation
process. Figure 3.5 shows how the automatic conversion is structured: First of all, a

Figure 3.5: Model Import: Conversion of CIM to OWL

MOF parser parses the single files that constitute the CIM schema and builds up an
abstract syntax tree (AST). In a process that might take multiple passes, the AST is
transformed into a set of OWL axioms. An OWL axiom in this context is a piece
of information that asserts a certain entity (e.g., class, object property, data property),
a relationship (e.g., subclass relationship, domain or range of a property), an OWL
annotation, etc. The AST translation references the meta ontology where necessary,
e.g., when subclasses of classes from the meta ontology are created. The resulting set
of axioms and the set of OWL axioms from the meta ontology are unified and serialised
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by the ontology writer into the CIM ontology.
Although in the architectural overview the Model Import component is depicted to
read the external format of the domain model and add it directly to the knowledge base
ontology, the conversion process only has to be performed once. During runtime of the
knowledge base, the Model Import only needs to load the previously created OWL file
containing the CIM ontology.
The Rule Import component imports management rules from an external representa
tion and works in a similar way to the Model Import component. When a domain
model includes ways to represent rules, the Rule Import component may be omitted
if the Model Import component already handles rules with the model. In the case of
CIM, rules are provided in the SWRL format and are therefore processed by the Rule
Import component. As SWRL rules can be directly incorporated into an OWL ontol
ogy, no conversion is necessary and the Rule Import component only needs to load the
container ontology that holds the rules. When rules are authored in an ontology edi
tor such as Protege, the container ontology includes an owl: imports statement to
import the CIM OWL ontology so that elements from the ontology can be referenced
in the rules. The Rule Import component needs to make sure that this import corre
sponds to the namespace of the CIM ontology (i.e., elements referenced in the rules
are actually part of the domain ontology).
The second requirement is communication with domain systems, i.e., receiving data
from thein and incorporating new data into the ontology. These two tasks are handled
by the Instance Import component. For the application with CIM this means that the
component acts as a CIM client and reads updated data from the managed system.
A detailed overview of the Instance Import component and its interaction with the
managed system is given in Figure 3.6.
While the managed system is depicted as a black box in the architectural overview, the
actual flow of information is more complex. Information from single managed entities
(hardware or software components) is eollected by specific CIM providers. A CIM
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Figure 3.6; Instance Import
object manager can be queried using the CIMXML protocol; queries about the schema
are answered by the CIMOM, while queries about CIM instance information are dele
gated to the appropriate CIM provider. The CIMOM thus provides the interface to the
managed system, and the Instance Import component uses the CIMXML protocol to
query CIM instance data.
The CIM client portion of the Instance Imports constructs a CIMXML query, which
is an XML document that describes the name of the query operation and a list of nec
essary parameters for the call. Listing 3.8 shows how this query document can look
for the EnumerateClasses operation (see the Specification for CIM Operations
over HTTP for details about valid operations, [cimb|). Each query has the same ba
sic structure, with differences dependent on the operation. Figure 3.7 depicts how the
class structure to implement CIM operations looks. The toCIMXML method in the
abstract base class Operation constructs the query and uses information provided
by the particular concrete subclass in the form of the operationParameters
map, which contains keys and values for the operation parameters. When construct
ing the query. Operation includes the necessary CIM namespace (the default value
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Figure 3.7: Instance Import
/root/cimv2 is included in the sample listing).
<?xinl version=" 1 . 0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
CIM CIMVERSION="2.0" DTDVERSION "2.0">
<MESSAGE ID

"

471]" PROTOCOLVER.SION= " 1.0 ">

<SIMPLEREQ>
<IMETHODCAIjL NAME=" Enumerated asses " >
<LOCALNAMESPACEPATH>
<NAMESPACE NAME="root"></NAMESPACE>
<NAMESPACE NAME="cimv2"></NAMESPACE>
</LOCALNAMESPACEPATH
■ IPARAMVALUE NAME= "Deepinheritance " XVALUE >TRUE</VALUEx/IPARAMVALUE>
< IPARAMVALUE NAME= "LocalOnly" XVALUE FALSE</VALUEx / IPARAMVALUE>
<IPARAMVALUE NAME= "IncludeQualitiers"xVALUE >FALSE</VALUEx/IPARAMVALUE>
IPARAMVALUE NAME= " IncludeClassOrigin" xVALUE>TRUE< VALUEx/IPARAMVALUE >
</IMETHODCALL>
</SIMPLEREQ •
</MESSAGE>
</CIM

Listing 3.8: CIM query
This XML document is then sent to the CIMOM using a HTTP POST, which re
sponds with an XML document encoding the requested classes or instances. Each
XML-encoded CIM instance consists of a class name qualified by the absolute names-
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pace, and a list of properties. The Instance Import component maps the encoded in
stance to OWL axioms that represent the corresponding OWL instance. During this
instance conversion phase, property values are converted accordingly. Types and val
ues of properties must be converted as described in section 3.2.1.3.
The next step is adding the newly received information to the knowledge base. For
IT management and CIM in particular, this means that newly received information
always should be preferred over outdated information, while keeping overall data con
sistent. Instances which already exist in the ontology and represent previous snapshots
of property values can be contracted from the ontology without additional checks but
instances with new values for the same property are added. Contraction and expansion
are executed together in an atomic fashion. If the contraction leaves the ontology in an
inconsistent state, the subsequent expansion operation returns the ontology to a consis
tent state. In cases where no previous instances for the particular properties exist, new
instances can be added directly.
As explained in section 3.1.2, it is not possible to develop a generic belief revision
operator that works for any knowledge base and any new fact, but it is possible to
automatically check if a belief revision operator adheres to the AGM postulates. The
Instance Import component acts as a belief revision operator, so it must implement a
corresponding interface. Belief revision is an operator that takes the ontology and the
<<interface>>
Revision
+revise(f: Entity, o: Ontology)
Figure 3.8: Revision Interface

new fact as arguments and returns the revised ontology, so it is equivalent to a binary
function. The interface reflects this fact: it contains one method, as shown in Fig
ure 3.8. For efficiency reasons however, changes are performed on the same ontology
instance, which means that the concrete revision is a proeedure, not a function.
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The Belief Revision Cheeker is designed to use an instance of the Revision inter
face to check the postulates. The postulates must be translated into code that can make
use of a reasoner. The reasoner shown in the architectural overview has two tasks: It is
used by the Belief Revision Checker in the implementation of the postulates and it is
used for the evaluation of SWRL rules. This means that for the proof-of-concept im
plementation, Pellet [Pel] is used as a reasoner, as it not only provides the functionality
and is actively maintained, but is also freely available for open source applications.
Pellet is used in conjunction with the OWL API [Theaj.
The postulates need to be translated so that they can be check programmatically, which
can be achieved as follows:

• The Closure postulate is checked by creating a copy M of the original ontology
T = A * n and using a reasoner to infer possible new facts on A. This can be
achieved in Pellet and OWLAPI using a new Inf erredOntologyGenerator.
The Closure postulate is fulfilled, if A is equivalent to A/.
• The Success postulate is fulfilled if a G A' * rv, which can be checked by en
suring that the axiom is contained in the ontology instance. This check is per
formed using the containsAxiom method of the OWLOntology class of the
OWLAPI.
• The Expansion postulate requires that K * rv C K -f n. This can be checked by
creating a copy of A', adding a (i.e., expansion), and then ensuring that all sen
tences that are in K tn are also contained in K -\-a by using the getAxioms ()
method of OWLOntology which returns a Set<OWLAxiom>, and using the
containsAll method of the Set implementation.
• The Preservation postulate demands that if a is consistent with A', no sentence
should be removed from K. The hrst part of the condition can be checked using
the isConsistent method provided by Pellet on A = K * fv. For the second
part the following applies: if A is consistent, then all axioms from K + rv must
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be contained in L. The overall condition to check therefore is (in pseudo code):

^{reasoTK’r.isConsislenl) V Lx()ntamsAll{l\ + a)
• The Consistency postulate demands that l\ * rv is consistent unless (y is incon
sistent. This can be checked using the isConsistent method of Pellet:

reasone.r.isCUnisisient V I---- ^(rv)
The latter part is true if the axiom is equivalent to OWLNothing.
• The Extensionality postulate makes sure that the operator is syntax irrelevant.
For facts a and [i and ontologies T = K * a and Af = A' * ft, a check is
performed to make sure that -^{(\ = ft) V {M = L).
All checks for the postulates are performed when a belief revision takes place and the
belief revision checker is enabled. For some of the checks, states before and after the
revision must be compared, which means that the ontology instance is copied before
the revision is executed. For this reason the belief revision checker is structured as a
wrapper for a belief change operator: it copies the ontology instance and executes the
revision operation provided by the operator implementation on the original ontology
instance and the fact to add. After that, the original ontology instance and the copy are
u.sed to verify that the operator did not violate the postulates. Because the ontology
instance is copied in its entirety, memory overhead and computational overhead for the
checks is considerable. By structuring the checker as a wrapper around the operator, it
can easily be activated and deactivated.
The last component necessary to implement a feedback loop is the Reaction compo
nent. This component is responsible for triggering the evaluation of rules and more
importantly, reacting depending on the evaluation results. While the Rule Import com
ponent loads rules from external sources and adds them to the ontology, which only
happens when the knowledge base is started, the evaluation of rules is performed con
tinuously during runtime. As rules are part of the ontology and refer to other ontology
elements, the reasoner is used to evaluate the current state of the ontology at large,
which includes the rules.
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The reasoner itself does not trigger actions external to the ontology, but only infers
axioms from the ontology and the rules. To translate evaluation results into corre
sponding actions, artificial classes are used: OWL classes that do not appear otherwise
in the ontology are introduced together with the rules. Each of these classes belongs
to one or more rules and is used to represent the OWL constructs that constitute the
result of the particular rule. This means that each rule is constructed in a way that cat
egorises a number of OWL elements to belong to one artificial super class. After the
call of the reasoner, the elements from that class are enumerated by the Reaction com
ponent and can be processed further. The inferred relationships of the elements and
the artificial class are removed from the ontology as they are not any longer needed.
At this point, the artihcial class has no elements and can be re-filled with instances
when the reasoner is called again. How the Reaction component makes use of the list
of inferred instances depends on the domain. For this reason, the implementation of
this component is domain-specific and cannot be re-used.
Several options exist for an evaluation strategy. Either rule evaluation is only per
formed when data is changed or added, i.e., the Instance Import updates the ontology,
or rule evaluation is performed in regular time intervals, or both. For an environment
that is only controlled by events triggered by the Instance Import, the first strategy
would be sufficient. In contrast, an evaluation strategy that triggers evaluation at reg
ular intervals allows for the definition of time-based rules. An implementation of the
Instance Import could therefore update the ontology not only when instance data is
read from the managed system, but also using timers, e.g., every minute. The Reaction
component can be triggered according to received timer events. The third evaluation
strategy that uses both rule evaluation when data is changed and at timed intervals
can combine the advantages of the two strategies, but in this case concurrency must
be considered. While the reasoner is working after being triggered by a timer event,
asynchronous data update events would have to be queued, and vice versa, as parallel
changes to the ontology are not supported.

3.3
3.3.1

Implementation
Overview

The translator from CIM to OWL and the components of the runtime system described
in section 3.1 were prototypically implemented in Scala 2.8.0 [Thebj, a programming
language that integrates object-oriented and functional features and that compiles to
Java Byte Code. Scala is not source compatible with Java, but Java libraries can be
used in Scala programs as the resulting bytecode is compatible. The reason to use
Scala instead of Java is that many programming constructs are supported which are
not supported in Java and which help greatly in the creation of concise code for the
task at hand'. Features used include pattern matching, the parser combinator library,
XML literals in code, implicit conversions and the Scala collections library.
Libraries and tools used in the implementation include SealaZ 5.0 (general functional
programming support library, |Sca|), OWLAPI 2.2.0 (OWL parsing and serialising,
and interfacing with reasoners, |Theal), JUnit 4.7 (testing framework, |JUn|) and Pel
let 2.0.1 (reasoner, |Pel|). The following subsections explain details of the implemen
tation.

3.3.2

CIMOWL

The implementation of the translation of the CIM schema to OWL is structured like a
cross-compiler: An MOF parser reads and parses the CIM schema files and constructs
an abstract syntax tree, which is subsequently transformed into a set of OWL axioms.
Freely available MOF parsers for Java/Scala were investigated, but no available solu
tion fulfilled all the requirements (being freely available, availability in source code
or as library for Java/Scala, complete operational implementation), so a custom MOF
parser was implemented.
'The number of SLOC for a functionally equivalent Scala program is usually at least two times, and
up to ten times, less than the number of lines in Java (1()SV()8|, page 49).
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Using Scala’s parser cornbinator library, the MOF grammar in BNF can be converted
into code that resembles the BNF notation. Each BNF rule is converted into a method
that returns a parser cornbinator for this particular rule. The method body is composed
by deferred calls to other such methods, connected by parser operators for choice, rep
etition and concatenation. This translation is depicted in listing 3.9 and listing 3.10,
which show two sample rules from the original MOF grammar and the correspond
ing Scala code, respectively. In listing 3.10 line 1, the postfix unary * operator (rep
etition) is used, which takes a parser (in this case the one returned by the method
mofProduction) and constructs a new parser that accepts zero or n times the source
input. The following lines use the binary | operator (choice) to construct a new parser
that accepts input from one of several parsers.
mof specif ication = *mofProciuction
mofProduction = compilerDirective
classDeclaration
assocDeclaration
indicDeclaration
qualifierDeclaration
instanceDeclaration

Listing 3.9: MOF BNF rules

def mofSpecification; Parser[List[Production]] = mofProductiondef mofProduction: Parser[Production] = ( compilerDirective
classDeclaration
assocDeclaration
indicDeclaration
qualifierDeclaration
instanceDeclaration )

Listing 3.10: Combinatory MOF parser: mofProduction
Using the transformer operator "", functions can be attached to parsers that describe
the translation of the parse result to a corresponding AST construct. This is basically a
map operation that turns a parser that takes a stream of tokens and returns a string into
a parser that takes a stream of tokens and returns an AST node. Listing 3.1 1 shows
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an example rule for parsing data type names (which are case insensitive in MOF) us
ing regular expression parser combinators. The r method used in line 1 directly con
structs a scala . util. matching. Regex object from a string, which corresponds
to java . util. regex. Pattern (i.e., wraps it and adds additional methods), and
using type ascription and an implicit conversion defined in the default scope, can be
directly used as a Parser [String]. In line 6 a transformation function is attached
to the parser to convert the parsed data type string into an instance of the DataType
enumeration.
def DTBOOL: Parser [String] = "{?i) booleanr
// Other DT_* definitions
def dataType: Parser [DataTjrpe .Value] = ( DT UINT8

DT SINT8 | DTUINT16 | DT SINT16

I DT UINT32 ! DT_SINT32 | DT.UINT64 | DT.SINT64

I DT REAL32 | DT REAL64 | DT_CHAR16
I DT.STR I DT BOOL | DT DATETIME ) ' " ]
X => DataType.withName(x.toLowerCase)

Listing 3.1 1: Combinatory MOF parser: dataType
The rest of the parser is structured like the BNF rules of the MOF grammar. Keywords
and values (string, binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal, boolean, real, char and null)
are parsed using regular expression parsers, while the remaining parsers are combined
using choice, concatenation and repetition operators. Mapping functions attached to
the parsers provide the necessary AST conversions.
The modelled AST nodes include representations for all the conceptual elements of
an MOF hie: values, compiler directives, class declarations, associations, indications,
qualifier declarations, instance declaration, references, properties and methods. Fig
ure 3.9 shows an overview of the AST classes and their relations. The base class
for every basic element (i.e., compiler directives, classes, associations, indications
and qualiher declarations) is Production.

Features that can appear in classes

and associations (properties and methods) are represented by the abstract superclass
ClassFeature, features that appear only in associations (references) inherit from
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Figure 3.9: AST nodes
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AssociationFeature, which is therefore a superclass of ClassFeature.
Classes and associations share a common super class, ClassOrAssoc with a covari
ant type parameter T, i.e., ClassOrAssoc [ClassFeature] becomes a subtype
of ClassOrAssoc [AssociationFeature] as ClassFeature is a subtype
of AssociationFeature. This is necessary when the AST processor converts a
feature of a class that overrides an existing feature from any ancestor class or ancestor
association.
Values are represented by the abstract class Value which is implemented by several
concrete classes representing the various data types, including NullValue. All basic
element classes that support qualifiers mix in the HasQualif iers trait (a Scala trait
is similar to a Java interface that can also specify code to mix into the implementing
class, as oppo.sed to multiple inheritance as in C-i-i- and to interfaces in Java). This
trait provides methods to check for and access qualifiers. Qualifiers that are attached
to other elements are represented by the Qualifier class, while the definition of
Qualifiers is represented by the Qualif ierDecl class.

Figure 3.10: Processing CIM elements to OWL axioms

The transformation of the AST to OWL axioms is performed in multiple passes. The
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first pass is a mapping and reducing operation that builds a list of class and association
members, i.e., it collects the names of methods, properties and references, and where
they are defined. In the similar second pass, the names of classes and associations are
collected.
Figure 3.10 depicts the structure of the third and final pass. The AST generated by
the parser is traversed by starting with each production. Each processing block is a
function that takes a particular element and returns a set of OWLAxioms. As each ele
ment is a sub tree (e.g., a ClassDeclaration has ClassFeatures as children),
the AST is transformed by deconstructing elements to create new OWLAxioms and
delegating to other processing functions as necessary. After that, all the processed sets
of OWLAxioms are merged. A mapping function is applied that wraps each axiom in
an AddAxiom, which in turn is used to add the axiom to the newly constructed ontol
ogy. The processing blocks implement the translations of CIM elements as described
in section 3.2.1.
When parser generators are employed, ASTs created by the generated parsers are often
traversed using the visitor pattern, which is designed to separate an algorithm from the
object structure it operates on. To do this in Java, double dispatch, which is basically
a workaround for language deficiency, is used. In the CIMOWL implementation, the
use of the visitor pattern is not necessary becau.se the separate passes are realised as
functions that work on AST nodes, i.e., separation of concerns is already given. The
AST classes are modelled as case classes, a Scala construct that is similar to Java Beans
(except equals and hashCode implementation is implicitly provided as well) and
which can be used for object pattern matching. This additionally supersedes double
dispatch.
The necessary context for the transformation requires several parts: The processing
functions need access to an OWLDataFactory, which is provided by OWLAPI and
allows the creation of new OWL axioms; an instance of a reasoner is necessary for
retrieving instance values; a reference to the ontology that is built is necessary to apply
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newly created AddAxioms. Moreover, an instance of OWLOntologyManager is
required to create instances of the data factory and the reasoner and to load initial
content for the ontology (i.e., the mcta ontology). All the context information is kept
together in the so-called OWLEnvironment. An instance of this class is created at
the beginning of the transformation and passed as implicit parameter to the processing
functions.

3.3.3

Runtime

The second part of the implementation covers the runtime components as shown in
Figure 3.4. This section describes some of their implementation details and the Be
lief Revision. Other active components in the architecture are the reasoner, which is
provided externally, the Model Import, which was described in section 3.3.2, and the
Instance Import, which was described in section 3.2.2.
At runtime, components are instantiated, and all required parts of the ontology are
loaded (CIM OWL, rules, CIM meta ontology). The CIM client portion of the Instance
Import starts querying the target CIMOM. and resulting instances are converted ac
cordingly to OWL axioms, which are processed by the revision operator. Either the op
erator adds or replaces elements in the ontology directly, or the revision postulates are
checked. The postulates are implemented by separate functions that take the ontology,
the facts to change (and other arguments, as necessary) and an OWLEnvironment as
input and return a Boolean value that indicates that the particular operation succeeded.
Listing 3.12 shows the implementation of the belief change rules (note that most of the
lines are comments). The implementation relies on implicit conversions of OWLAPI
classes such as OWLOntology to customised versions enriched with operators and
functionality to make it possible to concisely express the relevant logic.
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/**

* 1: Closure. K * rv should be logically closed, as revision is a function of

+ belief sets. K * a = Cn(K * a)
* @param L The ontology (K * O')
*/

def closureRule(L; OWLOntology)(implicit env: OWLEnvironment): Boolean = {
val iog = new InferredOntologyGenerator(env.reasoner)
val newOnt = env. manager . createOntology (NS-REVISIONCOMPARE)
iog.fillOntology(env.manager, newOnt)
L = newOnt

* 2: Success. New information should successfully accepted.
* o G K * o
* gparam o The axiom that should be element of K
* @param L The ontology (K * o)
*/

def successRule(rv: OWLAxiom, L: OWLOntology) : Boolean = o G L

* 3: Expansion. The revised belief set should not contain more sentences
* than the result of K expanded with o.
* K * o C K 4 fv
* @param fv The OWL axiom to be included in the revised belief set
* @param L The ontology (K * cv)
* @param K The ontology K
*/

def expansionRule(O'; OWLAxiom, L: OWLOntology, K: OWLOntology)
(implicit env: OWLEnvironment); Boolean =
(K expandWith o).getAxioms.containsAll(L.getAxioms)

* 4: Preservation. If re is consistent with K, no sentence from K should be removed.
* If -irv ^ K then K + a C K * a
* @param rv The OWL axiom to be included in the revised belief set
* @param L The ontology (K * n)
* @param K The ontology K
*/
def preservationRule((V: OWLAxiom, L: OWLOntology, K: OWLOntology)
(implicit env: OWLEnvironment): Boolean =
!(env.reasoner.isConsistent)

||

(L.getAxioms.containsAll((K expandWith cv).getAxioms)
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* 5: Consistency. The revised belief set K * a is consistent, unless a is
* inconsistent. K * « is inconsistent, only if I

>a

* @param o The OWL axiom to be included in the revised belief set
*/

def consistencyRule(rt: OWLEntity)(implicit env: OWLEnvironment): Boolean =
env. reasoner . isConsistent || I-- ^(rv)

Listing 3.12: Belief change check implementation
Table 3.3 lists the implemented code statistics.
Table 3.3: Implementation statistics
Item

Type

LOC

CIM Parser

Scala Program Code

500

CIM OWL/Runtime

Scala Program Code

2,300

CIM Meta Ontology

OWL/XML

120

CIM OWL Ontology

OWL/XML

390,000

Generated by CIMOWL

File system SWRL Rules“

SWRL/XML

250

Edited in Protege

File system instance provider^

C++ Program Code

900

Sec section 4.1 for details.
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Note

Chapter 4
Application and Performance
Evaluation

4.1

Application

While section 3.3 describes details of the proof of concept implementation for meth
ods and architecture, this section describes an example application using a Linux file
system with an OpenPegasus CIMOM ([Ope|) as the managed system. File systems
are modelled as classes in the CIM schema, i.e., files and directories, with properties
such as name, size, permissions, last time modified, etc. Existing files are represented
by CIM instances of these classes.
Figure 4.1 shows how the sample application is structured. The architecture and the
components that were described in chapter 3 are used here. Aspects that are specific
to the application (as opposed to the general architecture) are shown in bold. CIM is
used as domain model and combined with rules defined in SWRL, using the partic
ular import components. The Instance Import component contains a CIM client part
which receives information from the OpenPegasus CIMOM. The CIMOM provides no
implementation to access the file system using the file system CIM classes, but can be
extended with custom CIM providers as plug-ins. Thus, a corresponding CIM provider
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Reasoner
Ontology

Pellet

i
Belief Revision
Checker

Model Import

Rule Import

Instance Import

CIM to OWL

SWRL Reader

CIM Client

I

CIM XML

Domain Model

CIM

Reaction

File Operations

OpenPegasus CIMOM
File System Provider

Mgmt. Rules

SWRL

Linux File System

Figure 4.1; Sample application
was developed and added as shown in Figure 3.6. The provider specihe protocol in this
case is the tile system interface of the operating system.
OpenPegasus providers are written in C or C++ using a specialised API, compiled
into a dynamic library and configured using Pegasus-internal capability classes that
are kept in its own CIM repository. This means that new providers are registered
as new instances of the CIM clas.ses PG ProviderModule, PG Provider
and PG ProviderCapabilities.

The hie system instance provider module

dehnition is shown in appendix C. On startup, the CIMOM loads all given provider
dehnitions and starts the corresponding provider modules. The hie system instance
provider is written using the C++ API, and as shown in the provider dehnition,
handles requests about instances of the classes CIM DataFile (which is a sub
class of CIM LogicalFile, which is a subclass of CIM LogicalElement,
which is a subclass of CIMManagedSystemElement, which is a subclass
of CIM ManagedElement) and CIM Directory and about the association
CIM DirectoryContainsFile.
GetAssociatorNames,

Supported operations are Getinstance,

GetAssociators,

GetReferenceNames

and

GetReferences. Table 4.1 shows the properties of CIM DataFile, in which par92

ent class they are defined, and whether they are supported by the file system instance
provider (i.e., if the provider fills the particular property with a meaningful value).
Using these operations and properties, read-only access to file system information is
provided.
Property
CSCreationClassName
CSName
Caption
CommunicationStatus
CompressionMethod
CreationClassName
CreationDate
Description
DetailedStatus
ElementName
EncryptionMethod
Executable
FSCreationClassName
FSName
FileSize
HealthState
InUseCount
InstallDate
LastAccessed
LastModified
Name
OperatingStatus
OperationalStatus
Readable
StatusDescriptions
Status
Writeable

Defined in class
CIM LogicalFile
CIMLogicalFile
CIM ManagedElement
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM LogicalFile
CIM LogicalFile
CIM LogicalFile
CIM ManagedElement
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM ManagedElement
CIM LogicalFile
CIM LogicalFile
CIM LogicalFile
CIM.LogicalFile
CIM. LogicalFile
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIMLogicalFile
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM LogicalFile
CIM LogicalFile
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM LogicalFile
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM ManagedSystemElement
CIM LogicalFile

Table 4.1: CIM DataFile properties
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Supported
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

CIM.DataFile (?f) ,
CIM_LogicalFile-JileSize ( ?f?filesizevalue) ,
CIM-LogicalFile._FileSize_Value (?f ilesizevalue) ,
CIM LogicalFile Name(?f,

?namevalue) ,

CIM-LogicalFile-J^ame Value (?namGvalue) ,
value(?filesizGvalue,
greaterThan ( ?size,

?size),

13000)

-> LargeFile (?nainevalue)

Listing 4.1: Simple file system rule
After providing a way to read required information from the managed system, rules
must be defined. With dynamically updated information about properties of hies and
directories, rules can be devised that categorise files based on these properties and
take action according to these categories. A simple rule is shown in listing 4.1 as an
example: If a file /’ with ii filesize and a name property, and the value of the filesize
is greater than a certain threshold (13,000 in this case), the file name is added to the
LargeFile class. Note that the LargeFile class has no CIM prefix, i.e., it is not part
of the CIMOWL ontology. This class is added together with the rule to the runtime
ontology for the sole purpose of categorising file system instances.
Rules can be developed incrementally by adding more constraints and using more hie
properties. While the rule in listing 4.1 only checks hie sizes, it can be further devel
oped into a more sophisticated rule that also checks that a hie in question is older than
a reference file (i.e., the last access date of the reference hie is less than the the last
access date of the checked hie). This rule is shown in listing 4.1. In lines 3 and 4, the
access times of the file and the reference hie are read and their values are compared in
line 14. Those hies with a hie size greater than 13,000 and older than the reference hie
are added to the LargeOldFile class.
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CIMJDataFile (?f) ,
CIM DataFile (?reffile) ,
CIM_LogicalFile LastAccessed(?f,

?lastaccvalue),

CIM_LogicalFile__LastAccessed(?reffile,
CIM LogicalFile__Name(?f,

?filenamevalue),

CIM_LogicalFile-.Name(?reffile,
CIM^LogicalFile -FileSize(?f,
value(?reffilenamevalue,
endsWith(?reffilename,
value(?filesizevalue,
value (?lastaccvalue,

?reffilenamevalue),

?filesizevalue),

?reffilename),

"/var/reffile"),
?size),

?lastacc),

value(?reflastaccvalue,
greaterThan(?size,

?reflastaccvalue)

?reflastacc),

13000),

lessThan(?reflastacc,

?lastacc)

->

LargeOldFile(?filenamevalue)

After adding the rule and starting the runtime system, hie system instanees can be
queried by the Instance Import component and are added to the ontology. When the
reasoner is executed and evaluates the rules, instances determined by the rule are added
to the result class (LargeFile or LargeOldFile in this case). The instances can
afterwards be easily enumerated by the reaction component. For the results of the
rule in the sample application no action is taken, but the reaction component could
perform tasks such as calling other CIM methods on the CIMOM or executing external
commands and shell scripts, to deal with these hies. Especially for the second rule, a
reasonable reaction would be compressing or archiving the hies.

4.2

Performance Evaluation

The sample application was executed on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo with 2 GHz and
2 GB RAM. On this simple machine, the conversion of the CIM schema to OWL
takes about 35 seconds and results in a 19 MB OWL hie. Loading the ontology us
ing OWLAPI takes approximately 10 seconds and uses 130 MB RAM on the same
computer.
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Figure 4.2: Reasoning Performance
Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the runtime system and the time required for
reasoning. In this case, the ontology, the ontology used for reasoning consisted of two
parts: The first part is the CIMOWL ontology with 70,000 axioms, the second part is
a varying number of OWL instances representing CIM DataFiles of the Linux file
system. Each CIM DataFile is represented as a set of 28 OWL instances, which
includes the instance for the hie and one instance for each of the hie attributes (see
table 4.1).
An SWRL rule to categorise hies by size (as demonstrated in listing 4.1) was loaded
into the ontology. No hie system operation was performed as reaction for this test,
as it is intended to test the reasoning performance. The test ran on JDK L6.0_20.
CIM queries were executed on an OpenPegasus (|Ope|) installation running locally,
including the file system instance provider described in section 4.1. As the CIM queries
take only few milliseconds, their impact on overall performance can be neglected.
In hgure 4.2a the range from 0 to 13,000 instances is shown, which equates to 0 to 500
files. For 2,000 instances and less, the reasoning takes always at least 9 seconds. The
graphs show a nearly linear increase in time needed for more instances. Figure 4.2b
shows the limit of the tested system at 130,000 OWL instances, or around 5,000 hies.
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After that, the graph shows a steep rise due to swapping.
The performance results show that the system in its current configuration is not suited
for rules that need to be evaluated with a short reaction time (i.e., less than a few
seconds), which might be necessary in critical environments. However, a reasonable
number of instances for real world applications can be handled even by a simple PC.
Several changes to the conhguration to increase reasoning performances are possible:
The reasoning time can be greatly reduced if only the closure of axioms the rules
and instances depend on are loaded into the reasoner. Finding such a closure is not
trivial because the corresponding subclass relations and associations must be taken into
account. Reasoning time can also be reduced by reducing the instance count by adding
to the ontology only those file attribute instances relevant to the reasoning result.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis presents an approach that deals with the ever-growing amount of data in
knowledge bases, especially concerning knowledge interoperability and formal rep
resentation of domain knowledge. There are multiple issues that must be addressed
with current systems. First of all, there is a multitude of different formats, sources and
tools in a domain, and it is desirable to develop their use further towards a standard
ised environment. Such an environment should not only support the representation and
processing of data from this domain, but akso the connection to other domains, where
necessary.
Secondly, in order to manage large amounts of data, it should be possible to perform
whatever actions that need to be performed on the data automatically. This in turn
requires that the domain data is available in a formal, comprehensive and machinereadable format - this means both the domain model and the actual data that is mod
elled by it. In order to encode domain knowledge completely, the definition of rules
must be supported as well.
And thirdly, after the preconditions for automatic management are met, a system must
be created that uses the formal knowledge representation to perform automatic man
agement, i.e., incorporate new information into the knowledge base and decide on
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reactions based on the kind of information received and the rules defined in the knowl
edge base.
While the underlying problems and the solution approach are discussed in a general
fashion as far as possible, management of an IT environment is examined as an exam
ple domain. This domain is representative for the problems, as the diversity of formats,
standards and tools is extensive here.
The field of Semantic Web covers methodologies, technologies and tools that were
devised to solve exactly this type of problem, albeit more focused on information on
the web (which is not tied to a particular domain, but is usually primarily used to
formalise otherwise human-readable data). Semantic Web technology delivers the base
on which the solution to the aforementioned problems can be built. It is shown that an
ontology in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) can solve the problem of knowledge
representation as it is a format to express knowledge in a formal and machine-readable
way.
However, two more problems need to be solved when using an ontology for a system as
described above: A suitable domain model must be created, i.e., while OWL provides
the format, the domain must be modelled in way that is expressible as an OWL on
tology. Furthermore, changes to the ontology must be handled - new or more reliable
information that is possibly inconsistent with existing beliefs must be accommodated
into the ontology.
The solution approach presented in this thesis is based on an OWL ontology. In the
ontology, domain knowledge is formalised by the combination of a domain model, in
stance data and rules. The inclusion of rules allows the formalisation of knowledge
from domain experts. For the particular domain of IT management, several possible
models were considered for used in the ontology. The Common Information Model
(CIM) turns out to be suitable domain model, as it is a current, open and extensible
model. However, although CIM comprehensively models IT environments, it offers no
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facilities for the definition of rules or connection to other domains. Hence a trans
lation from the native format CIM is specified in to OWL was devised.
CIM is specified as an object-oriented model and uses elements such as classes, prop
erties, methods and qualifiers (elements that specify additional information about other
structural elements). The translation from CIM to OWL consists of two parts. The first
part is a CIM meta ontology, which is statically modelled (i.e. manually) and which
consists of super classes, properties and annotations that meta-model CIM constructs
which cannot be directly translated to OWL. The second part is the CIM schema on
tology, which is modelled using OWL, RDFS and CIM meta constructs, and which
represents the actual CIM model. It is automatically created by parsing and translat
ing the MOF representation of the CIM schema. A complete translation of CIM to
OWL was achieved using this approach even though there are considerable structural
and conceptual differences between the two models. It was previously attempted by
several groups, but not completely accomplished.
To solve the problem of incorporating changing facts into the ontology, belief change
theory was investigated. Belief change theory states that it is not possible to create a
generic belief revision operator (i.e.. an operator that changes existing belief in a for
mal knowledge base while keeping it in a consistent state) that works with any piece of
information and any ontology. Therefore, automatic tests for an existing revision op
erator were developed, based on the postulates that were defined for such operators in
the belief change theory. The resulting component can perform these tests on revision
operators that are implemented for specific domains and ensure compliance with the
postulates. Each revision operator only has to be tested once. After a test run where the
operator is checked and the compliance is verified, the belief revision checks can be
switched off. This way, the computational overhead during production use is reduced
to a minimum (the complexity for adding or removing instances in the ontology).
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Finally, the ontology and components for importing the CIM ontology and belief re
vision were combined in a runtime system. The runtime system is extended with ca
pabilities for importing updated information about the managed system. Current in
formation is extracted, in the case of CIM using a CIM client module, and added as
instance data to the ontology. An external reasoner that is part of the runtime system
is used to evaluate the information in the ontology, including the rules. Because the
domain model and real-world instance data are combined in the ontology, rules can be
built to make use of both structural information and dynamically updated values from
the managed system. Using the evaluation results, reactions can be triggered based on
this combined information. With this runtime system, all preconditions for automatic
management are met.
A proof-of-concept using the management of a Linux file system was implemented,
including rules that make decisions based on properties such as hie sizes. The appli
cability of the runtime system and the domain ontology was proven and performance
aspects were examined. It is shown that although a domain ontology consisting of
thousands of concepts and thousands of instances can be handled by the system, rea
soning takes at least several seconds on a basic PC. The system is therefore suitable
for situations where rules do not have to be evaluated in short time intervals.
The translation of CIM to OWL provides a formal and comprehensive domain model
for IT management that allows both the incorporation of domain information from
other tools (e.g., by mapping SNMP data to the ontology) and the connection to other
domains. For example, ontologies for business oriented models such as an ISO 20000
ontology for service management (see e.g. [SBO07|) or for semantic business process
management (see e.g. [HRO?]) which refer to physical or logical IT systems can ex
press particular references unambiguously. The impedance mismatch that arises when
models from different models are combined can be greatly reduced by the use of on
tologies. Especially the combination of IT management, business and process models
is more important than ever and can be achieved in an extensible, open and vendor
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neutral way. The runtime system provides additional capabilities that are not available
with CIM alone, such as the possibility to query the ontology for sets of axioms using
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, [SPA]).
The performance optimisations discussed in section 4.2, especially automatically find
ing a closure of axioms required for rule evaluation and thus reducing the total OWL in
stance count, could be explored further. Moreover, the CIM model is the basis for other
standards, such as the storage standard SMI-S (Storage Management Initiative Speci
fication) of the SNIA (Storage Networking Industry Association, IStoj). The results of
this thesis make it possible to apply the developed approach directly to ontology-based
storage management, where management rules can be specified in SWRL. In storage
management, usually a large number of rules exist, which now can be defined in a co
herent manner with the model using the presented approach. Likewise, CIM is also the
basis for SMASH (Systems Management Architecture for Server Hardware), a DMTF
standard for the unification of the management of data centers. This allows the appli
cation of the approach to ontology-based virtual machine management (for example,
VMware server provides a SMASH API), e.g., for automatic changes to resources of
virtual machines. Thus application to storage and virtual machine management can be
investigated next since all necessary parts have been implemented.
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Appendix B
CIMOWL Meta Ontology

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTyPE rdf:RDF

[

<!ENTITY xsd "http://wvrw.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<IENTITY owl "http:

www.w3.org/2002/07/owl">

] >

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf "http:' www.w3.org/1999/02/22 rdf syntax-ns#'
xmlns : xsd="http : / vrww . w3 . org/2001 XMLSchema# "
xmlns : rdf s = "http:
xmlns : owl= "http :

vrww. w3 . org/2000/01 /rdf-schema# "
/vrvrw .w3.org/2002/0 7 / owl# "

xmlns="http://vs.cs.hs-rm.de'cim meta.owl#"
xml:base="http://vs.cs.hs rm.de■cim-meta.owl">
■owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
</owl:Ontology -

<!-- Annotation Properties -->
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "defaultValue"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "readable"/>
owl: AnnotationProperty rdf : ID= "writable"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "isAbstract"/>
<owl .-AnnotationProperty rdf : ID= "UMLPackagePath"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "propagated"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "units"/>
«owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "punit"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "type"/>
<owl:AnnotationProperty rdf:ID= "mappingStrings"/>

<!-- Associations, Aggregations and Compositions -->
owl: Class rdf: ID="CIM Association" />
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29

<owi :Ob jectProperty rdf: ID="CIM_Association_ Role">

30

<rdfs rdomain rdf:resource="#CIMAssociation"/>

3

</owl:ObjectProperty >

32

<owl :0b jectProperty rdf : ID="CIMAssociation _Ref " />

33
34

owl:Class rdf:ID="CIMAggregation">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="fCIMAssociation"/>

35

</owl:Class

36

<owl: Ob jectProperty rdf : ID="CIM Aggregation JParent"'

37

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="iCIMAggregation"/>

38

<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#CIM.Association Role"/>

39

</owl:ObjectProperty>

40

<owl: Ob jectProperty rdf: ID="CIMAggregation-_Child" >

41

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource*"#CIM Aggregation"/>

42

<rdfs;subPropertyOf rdf:resource*"#CIMAssociation_ Role"/>

43

</owl:ObjectProperty>

44

<owl :Class rdf ; ID="CIM Composition">

45

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource*"#CIM Aggregation"/>

46

</owl:Class

47

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf;ID "CIM Composition. Parent">

48
49

<rdfs : domain rdf: resource*" #CIM Composition" />
<rdfs ; subPropertyOf rdf : resource* " #CIM Aggregation. Parent"/>

50

</owl:ObjectProperty>

51

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID "CIM Composition Child">

52

<rdf s : domain rdf : resource* " #CIM.Compos it ion" />

53

<rdf s : subPropertyOf rdf : resource* " #CIM Aggregation ..Chi Id" />

54

</owl:ObjectProperty>

55
56

<!-- Methods —>

57

<owl rClass rdf : ID="CIMMethod"/>

58

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID*"methodName">

59
60

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource*"#CIM_Method"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource*"&xsd;#string"/>

61

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

62

' owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID*"methodType" ’

63

<rdf s : domain rdf : resource*" ICIM Method" />

64

■ rdfs:range rdf:resource*"&xsd;#string"/>

65

</owl:DatatypeProperty-

66

<owl: Class rdf : ID="CIMMethod.Parameter " / >

67

• owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID*"parameterPosition">

68
69

<rdf s : domain rdf : resource*" ttCIMJdethodJ’arameter" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource*"&xsd;#nonNegativeInteger"/>

70

</owl:DatatypeProperty ■

71

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID*"parameterName">

72

<rdf s : domain rdf : resource*" #CIM.Method.Parameter " / >
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73

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;#string"/>

74

</owl:Datatype?roperty>

75

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="parameterType">

76

<rdf s : domain rdf : resource= " #CIM^ethod-Parameter " / >

77

<rdfs;range rdf:resource="&xsd; #string"/>

78

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

79
80

<!-- Values (Properties with Value/ValueMap qualifiers) -->

81

• owl: Class rdf : ID=^"CIM Value" />

82

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="value" ■

83

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="iCIM^Value"/>

84

<!-- value type may not be fixed to string, so values e.g. as xsd:dateTime are
allowed -->

85

<!--<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;#string"/>-->

86

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

87

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf;ID "valueMap" ■

88
89

< rdfs:domain rdf;resource="#CIM_Value"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;#string"/>

90

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

91

<owl;Class rdf;ID- "CIM ValueRange">

92

<rdfs;subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIM Value"/>

93

</owl;Class>

94

<owl;Class rdf:ID^"CIMArray">

95

</owl:Class>

96

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="values">

97

<rdfs;domain rdf:resource="#CIM Array"/>

98

</owl:ObjectProperty>

99

<owl :Class rdf ; ID="CIM DatatypeArray">

100

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIMArray"/>

101

</owl:Class

102

<owl: Class rdf : ID="CIM.ObjectArray" >

103

< rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIM Array"/>

104

</owl:Class ■

105

<owl: Class rdf : ID="CIM_BooleanArray" >

106

V rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIM DatatypeArray"/>

107

</owl:Class

108

<owl:Class rdf:ID="CIM IntegerArray">

109
110
111

112

< rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIM DatatypeArray"/>
</owl:Class
owl:Class rdf:ID="CIM StringArray">
' rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIMJDatatypeArray"/>

113

</owl:Class>

114

<owl rClass rdf : ID="CIM RealArray">

115

- rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIMX)atatypeArray"/>
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I 16

</owl:Class •

1 17

<owl :Class rdf : ID="CIM DatetimeArray" ■

I 18

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIMJDatatypeArray"/>

I 19

</owl:Class

120

<owl: Class rdf : ID= "CIM CharArray" >

121

122
123

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CIM DatatypeArray"/>
</owl:Class
:/rdf;RDF>

Listing B.l: CIMOWL Meta Ontology
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Appendix C
OpenPegasus Provider Module
#pragma locale ("enUS")

Registering the ProviderModule
instance of PG ProviderModule
{

Description = "Filesystem Instance Provider Module";
Caption = "Filesystem Instance Provider Module";
Name = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule";
Vendor = "RheinMain University of Applied Sciences, Distributed Systems Lab'
Version = "1.0.0";
InterfaceType = "C++Default";
InterfaceVersion = "2.2.0";
Location = "FilesystemlnstanceProvider";

// Registering the Provider (one module can provide multiple providers)
instance of PG Provider

ProviderModuleName = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule" ;
Name = "FilelnstanceProvider";

// Registering the capabilities of the provider. This is the part
// that tells pegasus what the provider can do.
instance of PG ProviderCapabilities

{
ProviderModuleName = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule";
ProviderName = "FilelnstanceProvider";
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CapabilitylD = "CIMDataFile";
ClassName = "CIMDataFile";
Namespaces = ( "root/cimv2" };
// 2 = instance,

4 = indication, 5 = method,

6 = consumer

ProviderType = { 2 };
'' Currently no other values than NULL are accepted.
'' NULL means the provider must support all methods
' and properties.
Supported?roperties = NULL;
SupportedMethods = NULL;

instance of PGDrcvider

(
ProviderModuleName = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule";
Name = "DirectoryInstanceProvider" ;

Registering the capabilities of the provider. This is the part
// that tells pegasus what the provider can do.
instance of PG ProviderCapabilities

ProviderModuleName = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule";
ProviderName

"DirectoryInstanceProvider";

CapabilitylD = "CIMDirectory";
ClassNaune = "CIMDirectory";
Namespaces = { "root/cimv2" };
// 2 = instance, 4 = indication, 5 = method, 6 = consumer
ProviderType

={

2

};

'/ Currently no other values than NULL are accepted.
/ NULL means the provider must support all methods
.

and properties.

Supported?roperties = NULL;
SupportedMethods = NULL;

instance of PGDroviderCapabilities

ProviderModuleName = "FilesystemlnstanceProviderModule";
ProviderName = "DirectoryInstanceProvider";
CapabilitylD = "CIMDirectoryContainsFile" ;
ClassName = "CIM_DirectoryContainsFile";
Namespaces = { "root/cimv2" };
ProviderType = { 2, 3 };
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SupportedProperties = NULL;
SupportedMethods = NULL;
} ;

Listing C. I: OpenPegasus Provider Module
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Abstract. .Managing an 11' environment requires t he exchange of struc
tured data between different agents, 'the (k)nnnon Information Model
(C'lM) is a. comprehensiv(' o[)en standard that si)ecifies how managed
elements in an I T environment are modelled as a set of common obj('cts and ri'lationshi[)s between them. It has howewer limited support
for knowledge interoperability and aggregation, as well as reasoning. By
converting the existing CIM modc'l into a format that can be processed
by semantic web tools, these limitations can be overcome. J his paper
(lescrib('s how CIM can be converted into a Web Ontology Language
(OW L) ontology including constructs for which no obvious direct con
version exi.sts, such as CIM qualifiers.

1

Introduction

With the constantly growing size and complexity of LL environments, compre
hensive management systems that can effectively and efficiently manage these
environments, are essent ial. A number of commercial and free systems exist t hat
cover various {)arts of t he required feat ure set for such management tasks. Usu
ally, the management system is not comprised by a single tool, but by a set of
different tools, do provide a unified view on the environment and allow inter
operability betw'een mnltii)le management tools and managed elements, several
integrated network management models were developed. Notable examples are
t he OSI network management model (also known as CMIP, t he name of its pro
tocol) and the still widely used simple network management model (SNMP).
A more recent approach to specify a comprehensive IT management model is
the (’ommon Information Model (CIM) which is described in more detail in
section 3. This widely recognized Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)
standard allows (X)nsistent management of managed elements in an IT environ
ment. ('IM is actively used; for example, the storage standard SMI-S (Storage

Management Init iative Specification) of the SNIA (Storage Networking Industry
Association, [1]) is based on C’lM.
do establish interoperability mechanisms between the heterogenous inte
grated management models, mappings between different types of models can be
defined. However, one question arises that can not be easily answered; “What
happens when two different domains represent the same concept in a different
way? A merely syntactic translation from the source model will not give the
existing concept in the destination” [2]. ddiis problem is known as Semantic
MatcJuru/ or Ontology Matching (see e.g. [3]). ddie problem can be approached
by using ontologies to clearly define the semantics, ddie long term goal is to
perform 11’ management based on a semantic fonndation and a comprehensive
domain model with the ability to model management rules in this model.
An rr manag<'ment ontology can not only be used to clearly define the se
mantics of t he managed elements in the managed system, but can also be used
when describing associations of t he managed system to adjacent domains. For
example, if processes defined in an ontology for semantic business process man
agement (see e.g. [4]) refer to physical or logical Id' systems, such references
can be dirc^ctly and unambiguously exj)r('ssed in t he particular ontology. With
t he incieasing development of scunant ic web techologies, including the spc'cificat ion of t he Web Ontology Language (OWL) and nnmerons |)ublications legarding merging and mapping of ont.ologic's, cpierying, distributcxl reasoning etc., an
ontology-basc'd Id' management approach can probaFly [)rofit even more.
OiK' a.si)('ct t hat is common to most rc'cent approachc’S of api)lying semant ic
web tcadmologic^s to the domain of Id’ management is the use of the (?onimon
Information Model as the domain model, d’o allow for semantic interoj)erability
in rr managemcmt , a corresponding management ontology is recpiirc'd, and in
[5], (dM has beam |)roiK)sed for this i)nrpose. As [fi] points out, CIM is usable
for inferring propertic's about clistributed systems, but is a semi-formal ontology
with limitc'd support for knowledge? intero[)erability and aggregation, as well as
reasoning, d’o create an Id' management domain model t hat overcomes these
shortcomings, a conversion of CdM to OWd^ is desirable. OWL can be uscxl with
reasoners, and caii be augmented with rules formulared in the Semantic Web
Hide Language (S\\ HL).
d’his paper presents how a conversion from (dM to OWL can be [)erformed.
Sc’ction 2 describes existing a.p[)roaches to a conversion, section 3 gives an overview
of the (Vmimon Information Model. Sections 5 and fi describe the conversion of
strnctnral and additional CIM elements to OWL, respectively. Section 7 explains
details of t he implementation and examines the properties of t he result ing on
tology. d’he |)aj)er closes wit h a conclusion in sect ion 8.

2

Related Work

d’he idea of applying semantic web technologies to the domain of Id’ management
has been examined in several publications, e.g. [7,8]. Although CIM is often
proposed for this {)ur[)ose, the conversion of the native format in which CIM is

specified into an ontology is not trivial. Several publications exist that attempt
to create a conversion of CIM to OWL. In [6] the authors compare possible
conversions ofC’lM to RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema) and to
OWL. riiey find that RDFS is unsuitable to exj)ress CdM as it “does not provide
const ructs for expressing cardinality rest rictions such as those used for describing
association or aggregation relationships between C’lM classes”. Also, some CdM
qualifiers can not be adequately exj^ressed in RDFS. They go on to construct an
OWL-based ontology for OLM by using a jjreviously defined mapping of UMIj to
DAML+OIL (which is the [)redecessor to OWL) and create a mapping of CIM
to IIML. The conversion of structural information (classes and i)roperties) can
be expressed, but most. CIM concepts (e.g. (dM qualifiers) have no mappings
to eit her UML constructs or OW'L constructs, so the resulting ontology lacTs a
large part of the information that is provided in the original model.
In [9] the author also addresses the conversion of CdM to OWL, but sev
eral decisions in t he conversion prevent a, complete or near-complete conversion:
Properties of CIM classes are mapped to OWL datatype properties, which pn’vents any property that has the type of another CIM class (object properties
must be employed for this to be possible). The author addresses the issue of (dM
properties that, an' ex|)licitly scoped to the corn^sponding class, but in OWd,
have global scope, by using the OWL allValucsFroin restriction, d'his makes it
impossible to specify proj)erties for multiple classes that have the same name
but different ranges. Apart from that, a lot of CIM constructs and (lualifiers
ar(' not considert'd at all in the conversion, such as Aggregration/(bm])osit.ion.
Value/ValueMap, K('ys, etc.
A mor(’ comph'te conversion approach from CIM to OWL is described in [10].
Lhe authors introduce a meta-ontology that is used to model the (dM constructs
t hat have no direct OWL correspondence, e.g. default values or qualifiers that
set a value read-only or write-oidy. However, they do not describe how t he metaontology is const ruct ed. d’he aut hors handle more of t he (dM constructs than the
previously described approaches, such as several (pialifiers, but do not describe
how more comjdex elements, such as (dM methods, can be c:onverted. Also, they
leave out several of the rest rict ions the (dM defines, e.g. data. ty])es of properties
are lost and in t heir approach it is generally not possible to support constraints
for properties, such as MaxLen for strings.

3

DMTF CIM Overview

d'his section briefly describes t he basic properties of the (Common Information
Model. (dM defines how managed elements in an FL environment are represented
as a set of objects and relationships between them, ddie model is intended to
allow a consistent management of these managed elements, independent of their
mannfacturer or provider. Unlike SMI (Structure of Management Information,
the model underlying the popular SNMP protocol), CIM is an object-oriented
model. (dM consists of

— A basic information model called the rnefa schema. The meta schema is
defined using the Unified Modeling Language (UML, [11]).
— A syntax for the description of management objects called the Maiuujed
Object Format (MOF).
— 'Two layers of generic management object classes called Core Model and
('omrnon Model.
Figure 1 shows the (’IM meta schema definition in UML, as shown in the (dM
specification [12]. The meta schema specifies most of the elements that are com
mon in object-oriented modelling, namely
— Classes. Properties and Methods. The class hierarchy snjiports single inher
itance (generalization) and overloading of methods. For methods, the (dM
schema specifies only the prototypes of methods, not the implementation.
— Peferences are a special kind of property that point to classes.
-- Qualifiers are used to set addit ional characteristi('s of Named Flements, e.g.
possible access rnles for proj)erties (READ, WRITE), marking a {)ro])erty as a
key for instances (Key) or marking a class as one t hat can not be instant iated.
C^nalifiers can l)e compart'd to .Java annotations; some tpialifiers also have
parameters.
— Assoctatious are classt's that are used to describe a relation between two
classes, d’hey usually contain two references.
— Pripgc.rs represt'iil a state change (such a.s create, delete, update, or access)
of a class instance, and u])date or access of a |)ro|)erty.
— fnd'i.catious are objects created as a n'snlt of a trigger. Instances of t his class
represent concret e event s.
— Schemas group elements for administrative purposes (e.g. naming).
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Trigger

Properties, references, parameters and methods (method return values) have
a data tyi)e. Datatypes that are supported by CIM include {s,u}int{8,16,32,64}
(e.g. uint8 or sint32), real{32,64}, string, boolean, datetime and strongly typed
references (<(4assname> ref).

4

Translation Approach

Por the construction of an OWL ontology, CIM schema elements have to be
translated to OWL. In this case, the goal is an OWL 1 ontology. Some elements
can be t ranslated in a straightforward way, while ot her elements, especially qual
ifiers, can not be directly translated. 4b translate C4M constructs for which no
direct translaf ion exists, [10] proposes t he use of a (UM rneta ontology, although
without describing it in detail. In our approach, we will create an ontology that
consists of two parts: One ])art is the (4M meta ontology, which is statically
modelled (i.e. manually) and which consists of super classes, properties and an
notations that meta-model (4M constructs which can not be directly translated
to OWL. 4'he meta, ontology has the namespace meta. 44ie second part is the
(4M schema ontology, which is modelled using OWL-, PDFS- and (4M meta
constructs, and which re|)resent.s the actual CIM model. It is automatically cre
ated by parsing and translating the MOf' representation of the (4M schema,
and has the namespace cim.
4’he translation of ek'inents was p('rformed incrementally. First of all, the
basic CIM ('lements were translatod to OWL constructs, such as classes. Possi
bilities for t lu' translation of other elements were ('xamined, and where possible,
the corresponding OWL construct was used. In some cases a certain translation
seems obvious, but isn’t act ually usable, e.g. using datatype propert ies to repre
sent (4M j)ro|)erties where object, properti(;s are necessary. (4M concejbs that
have no corresponding OWd. construct were modelled iu the meta ontology, so
that eleuKUits in the (4M schema, [)a,rt of the ontology can make use of these
concej)ts. For the translation of the (lualifiers, it was sometimes necessary to
alter the structure of the model to be able to properly represent the qualifier;
other (]ualifiers were modelled in t he meta, ontology.
When ontology elements such as classes and i)roj)erties for corresponding
(4M element s are creat ed, the original name is retained. When ‘‘helper” elements
are created (e.g. elements that do not exist in this form in the CIM schema), the
identifiers of the original (4M class are suffixed wit h a double underscore
followed by the helper element name; further elements are concatenated with
single underscores.

5

Translation of Structural Elements

44ie most basic element of the translation is a CIM class, which can be directly
translated to owl:Class. Likewise, generalization (inheritance) can be expressed
using the OWL subclass concept rdf s: subClassOf. Apart from generalization,
C4M has another basic construct to express relationships between classes, the

Assoctaiion. An associat ion is a special kind of a class describing a link between
other classes. Associations are essentially normal classes with two typed reference
properties, and arc marked with the Association qualifier.
An Aiigrcgaiion is a specialization of an association, where the two references
are explicitly marked as parent and child (the class has both the Association
and Aggregation qualifiers, and the parent reference is also tagged with the
Associated qualifier). The aggregation can be specialized even further using t he
Composition qualifier, which adds the semantics of a whole-part/compositional
relationshi]) to distinguish it from a collection or basic aggregation. None of
the three constructs
association, aggregation and composition
can be di
rectly translated into OWL. Using object, properties for represent ing them is not
possible, as association classes can inherit from other classes, but OWL object
properties caii not inherit from OWL classes. In order to model these constructs,
corresponding classes and object properties are modelled in the 01M met a on
tology.
The class CTM-Association represents an association and is the domain of
t he object property CIM_Association__Role, from which concrete CUM associa
tion object properties can inherit. I^ach concrete association has two association
roles (i.e. two instances of the object property). CIM-Aggregation is modelled as
a subclass of CIM.Association and has two object |)roperties which represent
thf' parent and the child part of the association, resix'ctively, and which are sub
properties of CIM Association. Role. 'Lhe (k)mposition is modelled analogously
as a subclass of the aggregation class and I he parc'iif and child subproperties of
t he aggregatio!! |)arent and child object properties.
'The UKxh'lling of (MM proi)erties provc's to be not straightforwarrl either.
\\Mule the structural element of a property could be modelled by a simple ob
ject property, this approach is not applicable when taking into account that
properties can have qualifiers that make russertions about the [)roperty. A simple
example is the MaxLen cpialifier that can be used with properties of type string
to assert a maximum lengt h for its value. (Jiialiliers that make assert ions can, in
some cases, be represented by OMT^ property restrictions, which constrain the
range of a f)roi)erty in specific contexts in a variety of ways. One important case
where this is not possible is the combination of Values and ValueMap quali
fiers: MMie ValueMap fjualifier defines the set of permissible values for a proj)erty.
\\ hen it is used in combination with the Values qualifier, t he locat ion of t he
value in the ValueMap array determines the location of the corre^sponding entry
in t he Values array. Listing 1.1 shows an example property from the CMM class
CIM.Job.
[Write, Description ( "This property indicates whether the times '
"represented in the RunStartInterval and UntilTime properties "
"represent local times or UTC times. Time values are synchronized
"worldwide by using the enumeration value 2, \"UTC Time\"." ),
ValueMap { "1", "2" },
Values { "Local Time", "UTC Time" }]
iintl6 LocalOrUtcTime;

Listing 1.1. ValueMap and Values qualifiers

lb iniplenietit (IM properties in the OWL model, a structure as shown in
figure 2 is used. In the figure, rectangular boxes represent OWL classes, rounded
boxes with one connection represent datatyj^e properties and rounded boxes
with two connections represent object properties. Each CIM j)roperty is mod
elled cis a combination of an OWL object property and an OWL class. This
class inherits from the meta ontology class CIM.Value that has two datatype
propert ies, “value” and “valueMap”. To model t he semantics from the original
ValueMap and Values qualifiers, the class is restricted using owlroneOf to allow
only inst ances from a list of CIM_Value inst ances (one for each ValueMap-Values
combination).

Value Restrictions,
e.g. owlOneOf

cimiCIM <Class>

meta:value

|

<Property> Value

C>

I

( meta;valueMap

metaiCIM Value

s: range
cim:CIM <Class>

cim;CIM_<Class>_ <Property>
rdfs:domain

Fig. 2. Modelling of proix'i ties

For t h(' examph' in listing 1.1, the following OWL elements are created; d'he
class CIM_Job__LocalOrUtcTime Value wliich is a subclass of CIM Value, the ob
ject property CIM_Job__LocalOrUtcTime (with domain CIM_Job and range CIM_
Job _LocalOrUtcTime_Value), t he CIM_Value inst ance CIM Job__LocalOrUtcTime.
Value_Local_Time witli data pro{)erty value set to “Local Time” and data
property valueMap set to “1”, likewise an instance for UT(' Time, and finally, a
subclass restriction on CIM_Job on the object property to limit all values to one
of the two CIM_Value instances.
One import ant [lart t hat was left out so far. is t he dat a type of t he modelled
property, lb preserve the type information, the ('IM [irimitive type is mapiied to
a corresponding XSI) type, which is then arlded to the object property using the
meta ontology annotation type. Another possibility would have been to create
a subclass of CIM_Value for each primitive data type.
Each signed and unsigned number type is translated to its XSI) equivalent,
e.g. uintS becomes xsd:unsignedByte, sint32 becomes xsdrint, real32 be
comes xsd:float, and so on. dVanslation is mostly straightforward, except for
char 16, which has to be translated into a string, and datetime, which has
a corresponding XSI) data type but which sfiecifies a different lexical repre
sentation for the datetime string. While ELM uses the format “yyyymmddhhmmss.mmnmimmsutc” (where “mmmmmm” is t he number of microseconds, and
“utc” is the offset from IJTE in minutes), XSI) uses the format “yyyy-mmddThhmmnss” (where T is the date/time separator; a decimal point and addi
tional digits to increase t he precision of fractional seconds can be added after the

seconds part). Datetiine values have to he converted accordingly. Default values
that can t)e specified for (dM propert ies uid'ort unately can not be expressed in
OWL directly. I’o translate the default values into the ontology, the annotation
defaultValue is defined in the ineta ontolog_y and added to the corresponding
object pro{)erty in the same way as the tyjie annotation is added. Whenever an
instance of a class t hat has as property wit h a default value is to be created, this
annotation has to be taken into account.

cim:CIM_<Class>
rdfs:domain

instance of
cim:CIM <Class>_
<Method> Method

cim:CIM_<Class>_ <Method>_ instance
Parameters <Parameter>

metaiparameterName

meta;pa rameterType

meta:CIM_Method_
Parameter

meta;parameterPosltion

Fig. 3. Modelling of niethods

The translation of (’IM uudhocls to OWL nxiuires several OWL elements
per method as well, f igure .3 show's how' the translation is performed. A method
basically has to provide the information about its name, type and its parameter
list., where each parameter in turn has a name, a type and, in (dM, can have
addit ional (jualifiers. d’he meta ontology provides the class CIM Jfethod, t hat has
two datatype [iroperties, methodName and methodType. For each method of a
('IM class, an OWL object projierty CIM_<Class>__<Method> is created, w'ith the
original OLM class as domain, and the CIMJfethod class as range. An instance of
the CIM_Method class is created and added as annotation to the object property,
(lenerating both the object jiroperty and the instance is necessary, because in
OWL. datatype properties can not be attached to object properties, but only
to classes and instances. If the method overrides a method from a sujier class, a
corresponding rdfs:subPropertyOf is added to the method object jiroperty.
Anot her object jiroperty is needed to associate the method instance with its
parameters. Kach method parameter is represented by an instance of the meta
ontology class CIM_Method_Parameter. which in turn has datatype properties
for its name, type and position. Idie position property is necessary, because
OWL has no construct for ordered collections, and modelling a linked list would
add unreasonable complexity. Note that although t he OWL reference describes

“Eminierated Datatypes” [13] that use rdf: List to define a list of values for
a datatype property, a similar construct for OWL instances is not specified.
Idle object property representing the parameter list has the method instance as
domain and an owl:oneOf set of the method [larameter instances as range.

6

Translation of Qualifiers

Whi le sect ion 5 described the t ranslation of st ruct ural elements (classes, jiroperties and methods), the second part to convert are the CIM qualifiers. Each qual
ifier can have a specific scope (e.g. can only be used in the context of classes,
or in the context of properties and methods, etc.). A qualifier can also have
parameters that have to be taken into account..
— Values and Vahie.Map are modelled in t he nieta ontology and were described
in section 5.
— d’he Ove.irtdc (inalifier can be used wit h properties and met hods and indi
cates that the element in the derivi'd class overrides the similar construct of
the same name in tlu' jiarent elass in the inheritance tree, h'or the Override
(pialifier, an rdf s: subPropertyOf relat ionshif) is added to the object prop
erty that rejiresents <'it her the CIM property or the CIM method.
— 'The Key (|nalifier marks a property as the identifying property of the
class. K('ys are written once at object instantiation and are not modilii'd then'after. Key (|nalifi(‘rs on single jiroperties can be translated
by di'claring the corresponding object property to be an instance of
owl: InverseFunctionalProperty. If a property is di'clared to be inversefnnctional, then the objixd of a property st atc'iiK'iit nnicinely determines the
subject (some individual). When more than one property in the source class
is marked with th(' Key (jualifii’r, they form a coiniionnd key. "Fins poses the
same problem as translating a SQL schema with composite primary keys to
OWL (as proposi'd e.g. in [14]). One solution could be to create a synthetic
class for the properties that comprise the key. d'his case is not handled f)y
the converter.
— Description can be added to any element and i)rovides a textual description
oft he element in hnman-readble format. It is converted into a rdf s: comment.
— d’he Abn and A/a.x qualifiers indicate the minimnm and maximum cardinality
of a. reference property, d'hey can be translat('d to owl :minCardinality and
owl:maxCardinality.
— MaxLen is a (]naliher that can only be attached to properties of type
string, and specifies the maximum length of the string value, h'or this
qualifier, an owl:Restriction is created for the class containing the prop
erty, as shown in the example in listing 1.2: using owl: allValuesFrom and
owl: withRestrictions, the maximum length for the value can be specified
as an XSl) value restriction.
— MaxValue. and MinValue. specify the minimum and inaxinmm values for int
})roperties and can he translated analogously to the MaxLen qualifier, using
xsd: maxinclusive and xsd:minlnclusive datatype facets.

— 'The Depir.caied (jualificr marks an element as deprecated, and is converted
nsingg owl: deprecatedClass and deprecatedProperty, respectively.
— Required indicates that a non-NULl. value is required for the jiroperty. It is
translated by adding an owl:minCardinality of 1 to the object property.
— An Allan establishes an alternate name for a property or method and can
be converted using t he owl: equivalentProperty construct wit h the object
projjerty that represents the property or method.
<owl:Class rdf:about="#CIM-Account__CreationClassName_Value">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&meta;CIM_Value"/>
<rdfs : subClassOf >
<o«l:Restriction>
<oul:onProperty rdf ;resource = "itmeta;value"/>
<oul:allValuesFrom>
<rdf:Description>
<rdf : type rdf :resource="&rdfs ;Datatype"/>
<oul:onDatatype rdf :resource = "i[Xsd;string"/>
<owl:withRestrictions rdf:parseType="Collection">
<rdf:Description>
<xsd:maxLength
rdf ; datatype = "iEXsd ; integer ">256< / xsd :maxLength>
</rdf:Description>
</owl :withRestrictions >
</rdf:Description>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf >
</oul:Class >

Listing 1.2. ('onvc'ision of Mnxben (|ualiiier
— The ModeKamrspondeuce qnalilier indicatt's a correspondence between two
elements in the (’l.M schema. It is translated to the rdfs:seeAlso construct.
— Read and Wiite delitH' that a property is readble or writeable. As no OWL
const ruct exists to rei)resent t his leaf ure. t lu'y are modelled as annot at ions
in the meta ontology, that are attached to the particular object, property.
— Version jirovides the version number of a schema object; it is converted to
owl:versioninfo.
— 'The Abstract cpialilier indicates t hat a class is abstract and serves only as a
base for new classes. A t ra.nslat ion of t his concept to OWL does not make
much sense, as OW'L classes can not. be compared to classes from objectorientation in this respecd. Therefore, a marker annotation abstract is mod
elled in the meta ontology and attached to the OWL class. This does not
preserve the orginal semantics, but can be accounted for by tools that create
instances of OIM classes.
— The Units and /^f/n/d qualifiers provide information about the unit in which
a property or method is expressed. While the (now deprecated) Units quali
fier specifies a Iiuman-readaTle format (e.g. “d'ent lis of Decifiels”), tlie PUnit
qualifier uses a macliine-readable format (e.g. "decibels* 10“'”). The quali
fiers are converted using the meta ontology annotations units and punit,
respectively.
— UMLRackafiePath specifies the a position within a UMIj jjackage hierarchy
for a (dM class. A clans hierarchy other than the inheritance hierarchy is

not iTiodellcd in the ontology, so the package path is also modelled as an
annot at ion in t he met a ont ology.

— The Cld.ssC'on.'if.Taint, Property Cons Inmit and MethodC Constraint cpialifiers
can he nsed to specify OCIL constraints for the particular elements. The
Object (’onstraint Language (OCL) is a declarative language for describing
rules that apply to UML models, d'hese qualifiers are current ly not handled
by the converter. One possibility to handle these cpialifiers is to convert the
OOL exjiressions to SWHL, as proposed in [15], which can then be included
in the ontology.
Some more OIM cpialifiers exist, which are not discussed in detail here. Lhese
cjualifiers most ly serve as flags, for example t he Experimental ciualifier, and can
be convertc'd by creating appropriate annot at ions in the meta ontology.

7

Implementation and Resulting Ontology

'The converter was protofypically implementc'd in Sc’ala [Ki], a programming lan
guage t hat, integratc's object-oriented and functional featiirc^s and t hat, cximpiles
to .lava Ifyte (lode. .lava libraric's can be used in Scala programs, and OW'LAFl
2.2.0 was used for t he creat ion of the ontology. 'The conversion is jierformc'd in
t wo steps: d’he first step is parsing the MOL reprc'sentat ion of t he C’lM sc'liema.
't he parser w'as inpilementc'cl as a combinatory parser using parser combinators
I hat arc' part of Scala’s st andard library; no exl.c'rnal parser generator was necc'ssary. 'The second stc)) c-onsists of traversing the' rc'siilting abstract syntax trc’c
and mapping elements to OWI, axioms, as clescribc'cl in seedions 5 and (i.
(MM schema version 2.25.0 consists of 157!) MOh' tiles, containing roughly
t he same amount of OWL classc's, and is convertc'cl to a total amount of ()!)2!)5
OW L axioms, which are serialized into a 12 ,MB OWM^ file. MMie conversion takers
about 55 scx’onds on an Intel (’ore 2 Duo with 2 (11 Iz and 2 (IB HAM; this
can be interesting when a nenver version of the (’IM schema is to be translated.
Ijoading t he ontology using 0\\ LAIM takc's approximately 10 sc'conds and uses
150 MB on the same computer.
Only constructs that are valid in OWI, I)L are used; the resulting ontology
has the expressiveness of OWL DI^, which allows for clc^cidable reasoning. .As
owl: InverseFunctionalProperty for t he conversion of t he Key cpialifier is only
uscxl with object propertic’s, the ontology does not rc:quire OWM. Full expres
siveness (t he inverse functional charactc'rist ic for datatyj)e properties can only
be specified in OWd^ Full). Pellet 2.0.1 aifirms the consistency of the c)ntc)lc:)gy
and th.e reasoning comi)lexity o[ ACLtPLOTM^^^ {AC14E is equivalent to S, and
is the reasoning conq)lexity of OW 1. I)L).

8

Conclusion and Future Work

M’his paper presentcxl a short introduction to the D.MMT’ Common Information
Model ((’IM), and the motivation to convert C’LM into the OW’L format. It then

explained in detail how CIM constmcts such as classes, i)roperties, methods and
various qualifiers can he converted into OWL. The OWL ontolog.y consists of
two namespaces: meta, which contains manually modelled entities that repre
sent CIM constructs for wdiich no direct OWL translation exists, and cim, which
contains the actual OWL elements that model the CIM schema. The resulting
ontology has the expressiveness of OWL I)L. Future work includes the examina
tion of reasoning performance in a real-w'orld scenario using instance data and
the possibility of a round-trij) conversion (i.e. translating OWL hack to CIM),
a.s well as the application of the ontology in an IT management context using
management rules formulated in SWHL.
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Abstract

Uiis i)aper [)resents an approacli for ontology-based IT management based on a heavyweight
(formal) ontology using the Web Ontology Langtiage (OWL). The ontology comprises a complete
OWL re[)resentation of the Common Information Model (CIM) and nuuiagement rules defined in
the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWUL). 'The ontology not only models the managed system
types, but a runtime system dynamically updates model instances in t he ontology that reflect
vahies of managed system entities. 'This allows the evalution of rules that take into accom)t
both model and model instances. A reaction module uses the CIM interface of the managed
system to invoke (dM methods according to rule evaluation results, thus resulting in automated
management, in order to ensure the consistency of the ontology when changes are performed,
beli('f change theory is employed.
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Introduction

Knowledge bastes grow in size and comjilexity in every domain. Regardless of the concrete
field, t he number of data sources and formats that are used in each knowledge base increases
constantly. A common goal in this respect is to allow interoperability between different
knowledge bases and int egration and aggregation of data, as well as the possibility to perform
automated reasoning. Established domain models can be used to create a unified view on
the knowledge base, l)ut they often have major shortcomings to be able to be used for
comprehensive management of the knowledge base: They often have limited su{)port for
knowledge interoperability and aggregation, as well as reasoning, and constraints that are
part of the models are often expressed using natural language, which renders them less useful
for automatic evaluation. Also, the models usually do not deal with instance data that is
accpiired from the system which the model represents. Unless instance data is kept in a
uniform way together with the model, the definition of constraints or rules that affect both
model and model instances is not possible.
A formal ontology is a type of knowledge base that can help resolve these issues: While
a li(]ht.weight ontology defines a hierarchy of concepts and a hierarchy of relations, i.e. a
® ^ T('xt<)r Hiid .1. StyiK's and R. Kroc'grr;
.4 li(<>iiscd under Cn'ativi' Coninions Lic('ns(’ NC-ND
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A basic infortnation model called the rneta schema. The meta schema is defined using
the Unified Modeling fjanguage (UML, [13]).
■■ A syntax for the description of management objects called the Managed Object Format
(MOU).
■i 'Two layers of generic management object classes called Core Model and Common Model.
Figure 1 shows the CIM meta schema definition in UMli, as shown in the Cd.M specifica
tion [()]. The meta schema specifies most of the elements that are common in object-oriented
modelling, namely
■■ Classes, PropcHies and Methods. The class hierarchy su[)ports single inheritance (gener
alization) and overloading of methods. For methods, the (dM schema specifies only the
prototypes of methods, not the implementation.
■i
References are a special kind of property that point to classes.
wm Qualifiers are used to set additional characteristics of Named Idements, e.g. possible
access rules for properties (READ, WRITE), marking a property as a key for instances
(using Key) or marking a, class as one that can not l)e instantiatf'd. (Qualifiers can be
compared to .lava annotations; some qualifiers also have parameters.
Mi
Associations are classes t hat are used to describe a relation between two classes. They
usually contain two references.
■i
Triggers re])resent a state change (such as create, delete, update, or access) of a class
instance, and ujalate or acx'ess of a propc'ity.
wm Indications are objects created as a result of a t rigg('r. Instances of this class rei)resent
concrete events.
■■ Schemas group elements for administrative purposes (e.g. naming).
wm
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Figure 1 UlM Meta Schema

Properties, references, parameters and methods (method return values) have a data tyj)e.
Datatypes that arc supported by CdM include {s,u}int{8,]fi,32,64} (e.g. uint8 or sint32),
real{32,64}, string, boolean, datetime and strongly typed references (<classname> ref).
In addition to the C'lM schema, (dM specifies a protocol, based on XML over HTTP,
which is used by ClM-capable network managers to (piery classes, instances and invoke
methods against a so-called (dM object manager (CIMOM).
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2.2

Belief change and ontology change

riic process of changing i)eliefs lo take into account a new jjiece of information about the
workl is called hidief change. Belief change studies the process an agent has to perforin to
accommodate new or more reliable information that is possibly inconsistent with existing
beliefs. Usually, beliefs are reiiresented as a set of sentences of a logical language. Most for
mal studies on belief change are based on t he work of Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson
(AGM) [2, 1], which is now commonly referred to as the ACM theory. The ACJM theory dis
tinguishes three types of belief change operations that can be made: contraction, expansion
and revision. Contraction is retracting a sentence from a belief set, expansion is adding a
sentence to a belief set regardless of whether the resulting belief set is consistent, and revi
sion is incorporating a sentence into a belief set while maintaining consistency. The AGM
trio sfiecihed postulates for contraction and revision ojierators which they claim should be
satisfied by all rational belief change operators.
As an ontology can be considered a belief base in the sense of the belief change theory,
the problems describerl hold for t lu' change of ontologies as well. In this context, the problem
is known as ontology change. Belief change theory can not be directly applied to descrij)tion
logics (which are the theoretical foundation of OWL) because it is based on cLSSumptions
that generally fail for descrii)tion logics [lb]. However, the autliors in [7] show that ail
logics admit a contraction operator that satisfies the AGM postulates except the recovery
[)Ostulate. In [17], the authors show that the theory can be applied if the recovery postulate
is slightly generalized and to achieve this, re|)lace the recovery postulate' with the relevance'
peistulate' by llansse)n [f)].

Ane)ther a|)pre)aeh te) the pre>bl('m e)f e)nle)le)gy upelate is taken in [11], whieh pre)j)e)se\s
an e)nte)logy ui)elate frame'we)rk where e)ntole)gy upelate specifications elese ribe e'ertain change
patterns that e'an be pe'rfe)rmeel. .An agent (knowleelge we)rker) “issues a ehange reepiest by
prewieliug a pieee e)f kue)wle'elge to be aeleleel te) e)r elelete'el fre)m the e)nte)le)gy”. Fhe change
reejuest is e)nly ace-epte'el when the given e)nte)le)gy ui)elate speeifie'ation ae-e:ounts for it. An
api)lie-a,ble u|)elate' rule from the u|)elate spee ifie:atie)n is eletermine'el anel similar te) a ehitabase
trigger, “the ehange re'epie'st is aete'el e)n ace-orelingly by denying or ace-e'pting it but possibly
also by carrying e)ut me)re onte)le)gy changes than e.x[)lie‘itly re'e|uesteel.”

3

Related Work

The ielea of applying semantic web technole)gies to the elomain e)f IT management has been
('xamineel in several f)ublicatie:)ns, ne)tably by l)e Vergara, et ah, e.g. [,‘l, 8], where a semant ic
management franiewe)rk is presenteel which integrates elifferent elefinitions of the manageel
resoure:es, taking inte) aexount the semantic aspects of those definitions. In later works
they favor the use of OWL for the definition of the management ontology. As a domain
model, GIM is often proposed, although the conversion of the native format in which (dM is
specified into an ontology is not trivial. In [5] the authors provide a possible mapping for a
subset of (dM to OWL and in [16] the authors compare possible conversions of GIM to HDP\S
(Resource Description Framework Schema) and to OWL. They find that RDFS is unsuitable
to express CdM as it does not allow to express constructs such as cardinality restrictions
and some GIM (pialifiers. Instead, they construct an OWL-based ontology for GIM by using
a previously defined mapping of UML. Most (dM concepts (e.g. GIM qualifiers) however,
have no map{)ings to either UML or OWL constructs, so the resulting ontology lacks a large
part of the information that is provided in the original model, ddie authors in [12] introduce
a meta-ontology to model CIM constructs that have no direct OWL correspondence, but
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they do not describe how this meta-ontology is constructed, and tlieir approach does not
si^ecify how several (jualifiers and inon' complex elements, such as CdM methods, can be
converted, d'he approach presented in this paper thus relies on the translation of CIM to
OWL described in section 4.2, and in more detail in [20].
To be able to model a heavy-weight ontology for management purposes, several papers
examine how SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) can be employed. In [8], the authors
[)ropose a formal definition of the different management behaviour specifications integrated
with the management information definitions, ddiey try to include both behaviour definitions
included implicitly in the management information and explicitly in i)olicy definitions in the
resulting management ontology. Other works, notably [23] and [22], define a configuration
management ontology and augment the ontology with l)ehaviour definitions in SWRL and
service definitions in OWI.-S (an OWI. ontology for describing Wei) Services).

4

Approach

4.1

Architecture

The goal of the approach presented in this paper is the management, of a system using
a suitable domain ontology and a runtime system that performs the actual mauagemeut
using the ontology. Although the approach is not limited to IT management (as the domain
ontology and interfacing components can be replaced), in this paper it is applied to the
domain of IT management. 44ie domain ontology is defined in OWIj, as this format is the
de-facto standard ontology language and allows the description of ontologies using classes,
ot)ject prop('rties, data properties, cardinalities etc. As described in section 3, t he ('ommon
Information Model ((4M) has been examined and found to be an appropriate mod(‘l for an
ri' management ontology', however the translation of (MM to OWL has to be performed first.

Figure 2 Architecture
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed architecture.

The grey l)ox at the top

represents the rnntime system and its components, while the elements at the bottom of the
diagram show the parts the runt ime system interacts with. The components of the runtime
system are described in detail in the following sections.
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4.2

Model Import

First of all, the runtime system has a component to im{)ort the domain ontology into the
runtime ontology (which is shown at t he top of figure 2). The domain ontology is a static
model that describes the entities in the managed system in detail. This component is
responsible for the translation of CIM to OWL. As described in section 3, this translation
is not trivial if most or all (dM constructs are to be translated, including CIM cpialifiers.
When CIM is translated into OWL, the result is named CIMOWL here.
Some elements from the C’LM schema can be translated in a straightforward way, while
other elements, especially cjiialifiers, can not be directly translated, lb solve this problem,
the translation approach used here consists of two parts: One part is a CIM meta-ontology,
which is statically modelled (i.e. manually) and which consists of suiter classes, ijrojjerties
and annotations that meta-model CIM constructs which can not be directly translated to
OWL. The second part is the (’IM schema ontology, which is modelled nsing OWL, HOPS
and (’LM inet.a, constructs, and which represents the actual CIM model. It is automatically
created by parsing and translating the MOf' representation of the (dM schema. One [mrticular part of the translation, the implementation of (dM [)roperties in the OWL model, is
given her(' as an example.

Figure 3 Modelling of pr()[)erties

To im[)lement (dxM properties in the OWL model, a structure as shown in figure 3 is
used. In the figure, rectangular boxes represent OWL classes, rounded boxes with one
conne'ction represent datatype properties and rounded boxes with two connections represent
object [)roperties. Each (dM property is modelled as a combination of an OWL object
property and an OWL class, ddiis class inherits from the meta ontology class CIM_Value
that has two datatype properties, “value” and “valueMap”. db model t he semantics from t he
original ValueMap and Values (lualifiers, the class is restricted using owl: oneOf to allow only
instances from a list of CIM_Value instances (one for each ValueMap-Values combination).
Idle translation of CIM to OWL is de,scribed in more detail in [20]. Only constructs that
are valid in OWL DL are u,sed; the resulting ontology has the expressiveness of OWL I)L,
which allows for decidable reasoning.
I he translation of the (dxM schema, has to be performed only once (and whenever the
ontology has to be updated, which can be necessary if a new version of the (dM schema is
released). (dM schema version 2.23.0 consists of about 1400 MOP" files, containing roughly
the same amount of OWL chusses, and is converted to about 70,000 OWL axioms, ddie
translation result is an OWL file which can be loaded by the runtime system on startup.
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4.3

Instance Import

riic instance import component is the component of the rnntime system reponsible for
acquiring ni)-to-(late information from the managed system ainf incorporating it into the
rnntime ontofogy. As sncfi, it has three concerns: The first task is that of a CdM cfient. As
CMM is the domain model of choice, any CTMOM (CIM Object Manager) can tje (jneried for
OIM instances. These instances represent concrete entities of the managed system, such as
hardware or software components. (Queries are executed using the CIM protocol and result
in an XML docmnent that describes a collection of instances.
d'he second task of the instance im[)ort comjjonent is t he conversion of this CIM instance
data into the corresponding OWL instances. When performing this conversion, the resulting
OWL instances have to be compliant with the OWI. representation of the CIM schema that
was created in the model import component and described in section 4.2. This means that
each (’IM instance is mapped to a collection of OWL axioms (for class instances, object
properties and datatype j)roi)erties, as necessary) that represent the same concept. Also,
primitive values must be coiu^ertefl accordingly: Lach signed and unsigned number type is
translated to its XSl) etpiivalent, e.g. uint8 becomes xsd:unsignedByte, sint32 becomes
xsd:int, real32 becomes xsd:float, and so on. Lranslation is mostly straightforward,
exc(q)t for charlS, which has to be translated into a string, and datetime, which luis a
corresponding XSl) data type but which specifies a different lexical representation for the
datet inu' string.
The third task for the import component is to act as a revision operator in the sense of
belic'f change t In’ory (cp. section 2.2). When OWL axioms that are created when reading
(’LM data- from the managed system are to be added to the runtime ontology, they must
not render the ontology inconsistent. As the import component normally does not create
axioms tiiat [)erform structural changes on the ontology when added, t)ul only adds or
chang('s values, most of the problems that are studied in the field of ontology change can
be circumvented, i e. a change that h'ads to an inconsistency does not happen easily. Lhe
com|)onent must ensure however, that adding values that represent the current state of
some part of the managed system does not lead to ambiguities. When an instance for an
u[)dated value is to be added, instances of the class the value belongs to have to l)e removed
accordingly. The import component has to make sure at this moment that the adding and
removing operations, onc:e performed, result in a consistent state of the ontol(')gy, and in
unambignons information.

4.4

Belief Revision Checker

44ie import compe^nent implements an interface for belief revision checks. A(LM postulates,
updated for ontology change (sco sect ion 2.2), are implemented by t he belief revision checker
(om[)onent. As it is not possible to create a generic belief revision operator that works for any
kncwledge base and any new fact, the belief revision checker implements the checks necessary
for a given revision operator to verify that it keeps the ontology consistent. Because these
checks have a comparably high computational complexity for reasoning, which can slow down
the runtime system considerably, the belief revision checker can be switched on and off as
necessary. When a new revision operator is installed in the system, the system is run with
the revision checker switched on, using representat ive data, to verify that the operator works
as intended (i.e., testing every case of axioms the revision operator adds or updates in the
ontology). For production use, the revision checker is then switched off, which reduces the
overhead to a minimum (the complexity for adding or removing instances in the ontology).
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Listing 1 Sample SWHL rule
CIM_DataFile (?f) ,
CIM_DataFile(?reffile) ,
CIM..LogicalFile__LastAccessed(?f , ?lastaccvalue) ,
CIM_LogicalFile__LastAccessed(?reffile , ?ref 1astaccvalue)
CIM_LogicalFile__Name (?f , ?filenamevalue) ,
CIM_LogicalFi1e__Name(?reffile, ?reffilenamevalue),
CIM_LogicalFile__FileSize (?f , ?filesizevalue) ,
value(?reffilenamevalue , ?reffilename) ,
endsWith(?reffilename, "/var/reffile"),
value(?filesizevalue , ?size),
value(?lastaccvalue, ?lastacc),
value(?reflastaccvalue, ?reflastacc),
greaterThan (?size , 150000),
lessThan(?reflastacc, Tlastacc) ->
LargeOldFile(?filenamevalue)

The iiistaiiee iiii[)()rt eoin[)()neiit can now continue its work, as its functionality has been
verified.

4,5

Specification and Import of Rules

While (h(' model import component provich's the static flomain model in t he ontology, and
t h<' instance import component dynamically adds and removes model instances to reflect
changes in the managed system, the rule im])ort component loads rules from external OWb
files into the runtime ontology. Rules are defined using the Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) which can be embedded in an OWL ontology and can take into account both the
statically loaded OIM model and the dynamically added model instaiuos. Therefore it is
possible to define rules that are triggered dei)ending on the current state of the managed
system.
Lach set of rules for a certain check or task is accompanied by the definition of classes
t hat are used in t he context of t hese rules to denote t he result of the t riggered rule. Listing 1
shows a sample SW'RL rule, which checks for files t hat surpass a certain file size (150,001)
bytes in this case) and are older than a reference file (/var/reffile). As C’LM does not
natively support the definition of rules, no standard ruleset exists that could l)e used for
testing the system. The sample rule given here was thus devised for this purpose.
CIM_DataFile(?f) identifies an instance f as belonging to the CIM_DataFile class,
while CIM_LogicalFile_ FileSize (?f, *) match for the FileSize and Neime i)roperties
of the file, resi)ectively. CIM_LogicalFile_LastAccessed matches for the dateTime value
at which the file was last accessed. The expression value(?f ilesizevalue, ?size) ex
tracts the nnmerical value from the CIM_Value datatype property that is attached to the
file size object i)roperty. Using the SWRL t)ihltin swrlb: lessThein on the values of the
LastAccessed fields, it can be determined if the file in question is older than the reference
file.
While the classes that start with CIM_* are defined in the CdM ontology, the class
LargeOldFile is defined to accompany the rule. All instances of CIM_DataFile that have
a CIM_LogicalFile_FileSize attribute with a value greater or eciual 150,()()() and were
last accessed before the reference file are defined to also belong to the class LargeOldFile.
The rule can be extended and used in a use case where large files that are older than a
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certain date on a filesystem should he compressed or archived. This example shows the
basic api)roach for the definition of rules. (’IM models not only the file system but other
as])ects of an 11’ environment as well, so rules covering other areas can be defined similarly.

4.6

Reasoner and Reaction

A reasoner is called to evaluate rules on the runtime ontology. For the example from sec
tion 4.5, after the reasoning takes place, the reasoner can be queried for instances that
belong to the LargeOldFile class to receive the results from that rule. After these results
have been retriev('d, axioms added by the reasoner during rule evaluation are removed from
the ontology to reset the state.
A custom module can be installed in the reaction component for a rule or a set of rules,
which is configured to watch a certain set of classes (e.g. in the sami)le case, LargeOldFile)
and decides how to react when instances of theses classes are found. Reactions can include
logging and reporting (e.g. sending SNMP traps to external network managers). More
importantly, the reaction module can make use of the C’lM interface of the tnanaged system.
Ry invoking ('IM methods on the target tnachine, management decisions can be executed
using the existing interface.

5

Implementation and Performance

The translator from ('IM to OWb and the runtime system were prototypically implemented
in Scala [21], a programming language t hat integrates obJ('cl-orient('d and functional feat un^s
and that compiles to .lava Ryte (’ode. .lava, libraries can l)e used in Scala i)rograms, and
OM FAPI 2.2.0 was used for the creation of the ontology. As a reasoner. Pellet 2.2.1 was
employed. 4’he (’IM client component was custom built.
riu' conversion of the (’l.M schema to OWb takes about 55 seconds on an Intel (’ore 2 Duo
with 2 (Jllz and 2 OR RAM and results in a 12 MR OWb file, boa,ding tlu' ontology using
OWbAPl takes approximately 10 seconds and uses 130 MR RAM on the same computer.
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Figure 4 shows the perfonnaiice of t he ruiitinie system and tlie time required for reason
ing. For this diagram, the computer described al)ove was used and the ontology used for
reasoning consisted of two parts; The first part is t lie CdMOWI^ ontology wit h 70,GOO ax
ioms, the second part was a varying amount of OVvL instances rej^resenting CIM_DataFiles
of a server file system. Each CIM_DataFile is represented as a set of 27 OWL instances,
which include the instance for the file and one instance for each of the file attributes (file
size, modification time, etc.). SWRL rules to categorize files by size (as demonstrated in
listing 1) were loaded into the ontology. Idie test ran on .IDK l.fi.O 20. (dM (jneries were
executed on an OpenPegasus ([14]) installation running locally, including a custom built
file system instance provider. As the C’lM (pieries take a few milliseconds, their impact on
overall performance can be neglected.
In figure 4a the range from 0 to 13,000 instances is shown, which exjuates to 0 to 5t)0
files. For 2,000 instances and less, the reasoning takes always at least 9 seconds. The graphs
show a nearly linear increase in time needed for more instances. Figure 4b shows the limit
of the tested system at 130,f)00 OWL instaiicf's, or around 3,000 files. After that, the gra[)h
shows a steep rise due to swapping.
Lhe iterformance results show t hat the system iii its current configuration is not suited
for rules that need to be evaluated with a short reaction time (i.e., less than a few seconds)
However, a reasonable number of instances for real world applications can be handled
Several changes of the configuration to increase reasoning performances are possible: Lhe
r('asoning time can be greatly reduced, if only the closure of axioms the rules a,nd instances
de|)end on are loaxh'd into the reasoner. Fdnding such a, closure is not trivial because the
corresponding subclass relations and associations have to be taken into account. Another
possibility to reduce reasoning t ime is to ix'duce t he instance count by adding only those file
attribute instances relevant to t he reasoning result to the ontology.

6

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we presented an ap[)roach for management of an 1 L system, based on the
('ommon Information Model and a heavyweight ontology. Construction of a heavyweight
ontology serves nndtiple purposes: It contains a complete domain model (defined as comjrrehensively as jrossible) in a format which is suitable for integration of t he managed system
with adjacent domains. F’or example, if processes in an ontology for semantic business pro
cess management (see e.g. [10]) refer to physical or logical IT systems, such references can
be directly and unambiguously expressed. More importantly, the heavyweight ontology con
tains model instances that rei)resent the current state of the real world managed system.
This allows the definition of behaviour rules that are part of the ontology and reference both
model and model instances.
As domain ontology, CIM was chosen, as it is a comprehensive and actively used domain
model. As ontology language OWL was api)lied, as it is the de-facto standard for ontology
modelling, and was shown to be the best choice for a translation of CIM. An overview to
the approach for the translation of CIM into OWL was given.
A runtime system was presented which is capable of converting the CIM schema into
t he OWL format and can load the model ontology and statically defined rules in the SWRL
format. Moreover, the runtime system acts as a CIM client to gather information about the
current state of the managed system and converts this data into corresponding C4M OWL
instances. A reasoner that is part of the runtime system is then used to evalute the rules
using the model and the current instance data. Reasoning results are used in a reaction
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module that can perform arbitrary reactions based eacli specific rule, in particular issuing
CIM recpiests for calling CIM methods.
by implementing a belief revision o])erator according to the post ulates from belief change
theory and adjusted to ontology change, the runtime system component that adds and
updates instance data in the ontology makes sure that the ontology stays consistent.
The CdM model is the basis for other standards, such as the storage standard SMI-S
(Storage Management Initiative Specification) of the SNIA (Storage Networking Industry
Association, [19]), and SMASH (Systems Management Architecture for Server Hardware),
a DM I'F standard for the unification of the management of data centers, ddiis makes it
possible to apply the presented approach directly to ontology-based storage management,
where management rules can be specified in SWRIv, and ontology-based virtual machine
management (for exam[)le, VMware server provides a SMASH API). rAs])ecially in storage
management, usually a large number of rules exist, which can be defined in a coherent man
ner with the model using the presented approach. As all necessary parts are implemented,
application to storage and virtual machine management is investigated in the next stop.
I'his investigation will lead to a, broader and more detailed evaluation scenario.
Put lire work also includes the performance o[)timizations discussed in section 5, especially
antomatically finding a closure of axioms required for rule evaluation and thus reducing the
total OWfv instance count. In the long term, the application of the approach to another
domain is investigated, .^mbient Assisted laving (AAL), where devices and services are
combined to provide support for daily life of assisted persons.
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